


Executive Summary 
• This study explores the influence of reviews on cinema audiences. 

• The study is based on an investigation of existing research and new empirical data; an 

audience survey, interviews with exhibition and distribution professionals as well as 

professional reviewers. 

Main findings: 

• The impact of reviews is strongest in the written media, the Internet and TV. The most 

important sources of information are the written media, recommendations from friends and 

family and the Internet.  

• 50% of the survey population is affected by advertising material with star ratings and quotes 

from reviews. 58% are influenced by the collective opinion of reviewers and 39% by single 

reviewers. 23% is influenced by user ratings and 7% by debate forums. 

• The culturally motivated audience is influenced by both the collective opinion of reviewers 

as well as single reviewers, whereas the socially motivated is not as influenced by single 

reviewers. 

• The younger audience is not unaffected by reviews – magazines being the most important 

media for reviews - but they are extremely influenced by word of mouth. 

• High users are more affected by single reviewers than low users who tend to rely on the 

collective opinion of reviewers. 

• Age does not seem to be the most important factor, when describing the users of Internet 

reviews. The Internet reviews are more important for high users, especially culturally 

motivated, and film enthusiasts.  

• Upmarket audiences are more affected by reviews than are mainstream audiences. 

• Audiences at a higher educational level seem to be more likely to employ reviews in their 

film choice process, but audiences with a lower educational level are not at all uninfluenced 

by reviews. 

• Only 10-12% of the survey respondents denied ever being influenced by reviews indicating 

that a majority of the survey population do not see a general divergence between reviewers 

and general audience taste. 

• Audiences that rely on reviews in their film choice process are slightly more likely to act on 

negative reviews than positive reviews, the overall audience survey points towards more 

weight to positive reviews than negative reviews. 
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1.1 Introduction 
Working at a film industry seminar in late summer 2008 I heard nothing but red roses about 

the long-awaited film “Australia” from Baz Luhrmann. Film industry people with many years 

of experience loved the film and I was surprised when the film premiered in Danish cinemas 

in December 2008 and overall received negative reviews. And the red roses suddenly faded. 

Are we that influenced by the judgments of film experts?  

Having worked for five years in a Copenhagen cinema I know that reviews do matter; “Did it 

receive good reviews?” is one of the most common questions from guests not having decided 

which film to watch. Most people in the film industry agree that reviews can influence the 

choice of film, but there are often discussions about which films are affected, which audiences 

seek out reviews and what role does the internet play in all this? Word of mouth is another 

buzzword in the film industry and sneak premieres are more and more popular since they are 

expected to create word of mouth that will counter eventual negative reviews.  

Curious about the effect of reviews and the effect of word of mouth I scanned the Danish 

surveys and discovered that none of these goes into depth; there is the topic of my thesis! 

 

1.2 Problem statement 
The problem field of this thesis is the Danish cinema industry and the focus is on the effect of 

reviews in traditional media as well as the internet where user ratings and debate forums offer 

a different kind of review. A feature film is an experience good and by its nature the quality 

cannot be fully assessed before being consumed (Hesmondhalgh 2007). Potential audiences 

are aware of signals and information that can help reduce the uncertainty about quality before 

buying tickets for a specific film. Reviewers judge the quality of a film and can be an 

important factor in the film choice process; thereby an issue to be handled for the supply side 

of the film industry.  

This thesis aims to elaborate on this subject and the problem statement is as follows: 

 

The first part of the problem statement relates to whether cinema audiences can be segmented 

according to the influence of reviews, which media different segments are influenced by and 

How do reviews influence the film choice of cinema audiences and how can the 

distribution and exhibition chain manage this potential influence? 
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what other sources of information are collected in the film choice process. The second part 

aims at giving recommendations based on the results of these inquiries. 

 

1.2.1 Preliminary research questions 

The cinema audience is not a homogenous group but varies in many ways. Questions to be 

asked during the research process relate to the nature of the cinema market and the audience 

in Denmark: 

- What characterizes the market for cinematic exhibition? 

- How do distribution and exhibition view the function of reviews? 

- How is the knowledge base on the Danish cinema audience and their attitude towards 

reviews? 

- How do reviewers view their profession? Do they perform art criticism or consumer 

guidance? 

- Does the audience’s attitude towards reviews differ according to demographic 

differences such as age, gender and education? 

- Does the audience’s attitude towards reviews differ according to motivation? 

The above research questions have guided the process of data collection for this thesis and the 

following methodology section elaborates on the research design.  

 

1.2.2 Objectives 

The objective of the research is to provide distributors and exhibitors of feature films in 

cinemas in Denmark with knowledge about the effects of reviews on the audience choice. In 

that respect, the approach is pragmatic and practical – the knowledge is hopefully useful for 

this target audience and should entail an optimisation of the use of reviews in the marketing 

and promotion of films.  

 

1.3 Methodology 
The field of research in this thesis is the field of film consumption, more specifically of films 

shown in cinemas. This thesis focuses on the consumers of films and their relationship to 

reviews.  

When looking at the field of art in general, the question of taste comes to mind, and the 

question of taste is a subjective quality. Whether the quality of art can be determined on the 

basis of objective criteria is an ongoing discussion in the art field, but will only indirectly be 

discussed in this thesis (Kjørup 2000, Favrholdt 2000).  
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In the light of this, the field of film consumption and the effects of reviews is a difficult 

subject to measure. Furthermore getting knowledge about the effects of reviews is difficult to 

obtain, because it is a delicate matter – some individuals would not like to admit that others 

influence them when it comes to taste. The attitude towards experts, such as reviewers, 

change over time and between cultures, meaning the subject of this thesis is bound to the 

historic and social context of today. 

Another difficulty in investigating the effect of reviews on the film choice of cinemagoers is 

that there can be several and complex motivations involved in the film choice – the individual 

is not necessarily conscious about the hierarchy of motivations. Recommendations from 

friends and family, trailers, advertising, articles about the film, director or actor, reviews etc. 

can affect the film choice and to give weight to the different kinds of influence are 

complicated.  

 

Most of the research done in the field of this subject employs a positivistic theory of science 

based in the premise that everything can be measured. The quantitative analyses in prior 

research tries to isolate the effect of reviews on box office numbers, from the effects of 

famous actors and directors, marketing budgets, word of mouth, release date etc. The validity 

of these results is based on the acceptance of subjective decisions of the researchers about 

how to measure all the above factors.  

My approach is different. I assume that the most direct way to examine the subject is to ask 

the audiences and the experts working with the distribution and exhibition of the films 

everyday. These experts can reasonably be assumed to have knowledge about the effects of 

reviews, because they form expectations of film success and estimate box office sales. They 

will have specific or tacit knowledge about whether reviews make them revise expectations to 

a film. Research on the subject – foreign and Danish – as well as theories, will inspire a 

number of hypotheses that will be tested on the empirical evidence collected in the research 

process of this thesis.  

 

1.3.1 Research strategy 

To examine the above research question, the first initiative is to investigate the existing 

research on the subject. Furthermore, theory on art consumption has been explored and on the 

basis of existing research and theory, certain hypotheses have been made. To test the 

hypotheses, qualitative and quantitative methods are being used. Research results will lead to 
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recommendations on how the distribution and exhibition chain can best manage the influence 

of reviews on cinema audiences.  

 

In order to gather knowledge about the effects of reviews on the cinema audience choice of 

film, a quantitative survey was constructed. The survey investigates the audiences’ attitude 

towards reviews and the use of debate forums and user ratings on the internet.  

The qualitative investigation of the thesis consists of semi-structured interviews with 

individuals having knowledge about the effect of reviews. These individuals represent the 

exhibition chain in the film industry – the cinemas.  

Distributors have been sent a minor questionnaire asking about their experience with reviews 

effect on film success – unfortunately the respondent rate for the distributors has been very 

low despite numerous approaches. Even so, the respondents are in agreement about the effect 

of reviews and non-respondents can reasonably be assumed to be in line with the responses 

gathered.   

Explorative interviews are furthermore conducted with film reviewers from some of the daily 

newspapers in order to get insights into their function as reviewers.  

 

1.3.2 Empirical methods 

Three empirical methods are used in this research – a quantitative survey with commentary 

boxes, a qualitative questionnaire and qualitative interviews.  

The survey has been conducted in the Copenhagen area – some respondents have been drawn 

from “Dagmarlisten” which is a newsletter club from the upmarket cinema Dagmar in 

Copenhagen. The club has 15.000 members. The survey has only been sent out once, as this 

was the premise for using the membership list and the respondent percentage is therefore low. 

Since the Dagmar segment is mainly older and with a small overweight of women, other age 

segments (under 35 and 60+) and men in various ages have been reached more or less 

randomly via the social site www.facebook.com. The total number of respondents amounted 

to 157. 

The survey contains questions about demographic factors, audience behaviour and attitudes 

towards traditional and user reviews, as well as debate forums.  

The construction of the survey, assumptions and reservations concerning the method will be 

elaborated in a paragraph before the analysis of the survey results.  
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Besides the quantitative survey with some qualitative characteristics, qualitative interviews 

have been conducted with experts within the film exhibition field and reviewers from daily 

papers (see appendix C and D for interview guides).  

Christian Rønnow Hansen is booker at Nordisk Film and is responsible for deciding which 

cinemas get which films, where and for how long. He decides if a film should be moved from 

one cinema to another or if it should be taken off – all within the deals made with the 

distribution companies. This task gives him a very good overview of the effects of reviews, 

since he, based on expectations before the Danish reviews are published, must allocate the 

various films to Nordisk Films cinemas. If a film does not live up to expectations due to bad 

reviews or does extraordinary well due to good reviews, he would be aware of that. He is also 

expected to have a good feeling about whether, for example, upmarket cinemas are more 

sensitive to reviews than mainstream cinemas (Hayward 1996)1.  

Per Nygaard is service manager in Metropol – a mainstream/upmarket cinema and Dagmar – 

an upmarket cinema, in Copenhagen, and is in charge of the daily operations and staff 

allocations. Since staff allocations are made according to film expectations before reviews 

come out, he has acquired some kind of knowledge or feeling about whether reviews matter.  

Kim Foss is the managing director of Grand Teatret in Copenhagen, an upmarket cinema, and 

Camera Film, a distribution company. He has been interviewed about the effect of reviews on 

upmarket films.  

 

The distribution companies have received a qualitative questionnaire to gather their 

experience on the subject matter (Appendix B). The distribution companies are responsible 

for the main marketing and promotion of the films, which includes use of quotes and star 

ratings from reviews on film posters and other promotion material, which points to 

expectations about the effect of reviews.  

Not all of the distribution companies have answered these questionnaires and especially the 

international companies, such as Disney and UIP, have been difficult to get in touch with. The 

companies which have responded are Miracle Film, Scanbox, SF Film, Sandrew Metronome 

and Nordisk Film (Appendix B).  

Miracle Film distributes mainly foreign films for the upmarket cinemas, as well as classics 

and old Danish films2. Scanbox and SF Film distribute a wide range of Danish and foreign 

                                                
1 For further explanation see chapter 2.2. 
2 www.miraclefilm.dk 
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films covering both the upmarket and the mainstream market3. SF Film also distributes films 

from their own production company and has a distribution deal with 20th Century Fox and 

MGM’s titles in Denmark4. Sandrew Metronome distributes mainly mainstream and art films 

aiming for a wider audience (famous directors or actors)5. Nordisk Film distributes its own, as 

well as, large Hollywood productions6. Camera Film can also be added to the list of 

distribution companies included in this thesis, although the empirical material has been 

gathered via an interview with director Kim Foss. This distribution company is specialized in 

art films.  

 

The reviewers interviewed are Ebbe Iversen from Berlingske Tidende, Christian Monggaard 

from Information, Henrik Queitsch from Ekstra Bladet, Kim Skotte from Politiken and Ole 

Michelsen from Bogart (no longer existing film program from DR). The purpose of these 

interviews is to find out to what degree these reviewers see themselves as consumer guides or 

film critics and what kind of journalistic considerations are made according to their perceived 

role.  

 

1.3.3 Advantages and disadvantages of methods 

Conducting a survey can give a statistical overview of the effects of reviews on the choice of 

film, but since the subject is about preferences and the use of expert knowledge, it is difficult 

to assess the honesty of the statements. The respondents could be suspected not to admit that 

they are in fact influenced by reviewers’ judgments – if the survey indicates that there is in 

fact a relation between reviews and choice of film, this indication is suspected to be even 

more significant, since the bias is assumed to swing in the opposite direction.  

The information gathered in a survey can often be somewhat one-dimensional and to 

counteract this disadvantage, commentary boxes has been included in the survey for 

respondents to elaborate on answers. The method was chosen to get an overview of the effect 

of reviews in the minds of the consumers.  

Asking a larger population instead of conducting individual or group qualitative interviews 

results in more representative data and focuses on the “what is the effect of reviews” instead 

of the “why”. To include “why” in the survey, selected questions have been constructed to 

allow for explanations and elaborations in textboxes (Boolsen 2008). The low number (157 
                                                
3 www.scanbox.dk 
4 www.sf-film.dk 
5 www.sandrewmetronome.dk 
6 http://www.nordiskfilm.dk/Film/Distribution/ 
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respondents) and the choice of respondents entail that the survey analysis will only be able to 

bring about answers regarding this specific survey population and the not the general Danish 

cinema audience. Still, the results will - in combination with theory and research on the 

subject - be able to point out certain patterns and attitudes that will be of interest for the 

distribution and exhibition of cinematic films.  

 

The purpose of interviewing experts within the industry is to gain insights to their insider 

knowledge about the topic (Kvale et.al. 2009). The qualitative interviews have been loosely 

structured with a list of questions, the interviews have been informal and the sequence of the 

questions has not been rigid. Some questions have been answered without them even being 

asked. The loose and informal style of questioning was chosen since especially the interviews 

with reviewers were viewed as explorative. Though I had expectations of what I might get 

from these interviews, the hope was that this method would result in information I did not 

even know I needed. The downside to the loose structure is that since time was limited, not 

every interview resulted in answers to all questions – simply because we ran out of time. The 

highest prioritized questions have been answered in all cases and some less important have 

been missed. The informal setting also made it more difficult as interviewer to interject when 

the more talkative interviewees went in the wrong direction (although never a boring 

direction!).  

 

A common disadvantage of interviews is that often when interviewees self-report, they might 

leave out or distort information because of limited self-awareness or a subconsciously desire 

for a positive self-image. This might leave to biases in one or the other direction depending on 

the responsibilities (as a person and as a professional) of the interviewee. 

My personal interest and enthusiasm for meeting the interviewees has also been a 

disadvantage; not only being interested in the subject of this thesis but in the film industry in 

general, has led to some detours and unfortunately other information was left out – this 

happened in the case of Ole Michelsen, where we never got around to him commenting the 

foreign research results on the subject.  

Distribution questionnaires were short and some questions could be answered by a yes or no 

although they invited for further explanations; this design was made on purpose based on the 

belief that some information was better than nothing. The depths of the questionnaire answers 

are as a result of this varying.  
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1.3.4 Secondary data 

Prior research on the subject have been collected from several scientific journals such as 

Journal of Cultural Economics, Journal of Marketing, Psychology and Marketing; for a full 

list see the bibliography. As mentioned earlier most research on the subject consists of 

statistical analysis of large amount of data.  

Articles from film magazines, newspapers and internet resources have also been consulted.  

Audience research made in Denmark has also been collected and includes quantitative and 

qualitative research initiated by the Danish Film Institute (DFI), the Union of Danish 

distributors (FAFID) and a members club Biografklub Danmark. Respected market 

researchers such as Vilstrup Research, Alsted Research and TNS Gallup have made the 

research. The research has been made in 2001, 2003, 2006 and the latest in 2008. They 

provide data on the different segments, motivations and preferences of the Danish cinema 

audience.  

Results from foreign and Danish research will be used in the formation of hypothesis that will 

be tested on empirical data collected in this thesis.  

 

1.3.5 Theoretical methods 

The main use of theory in this thesis lies in the process of hypothesis building and has in that 

respect a clear footprint on the survey and the questions posed to interviewees.  

The theory on cultural capital and consumption by Pierre Bourdieu are used in the process of 

hypothesis formation along with Richard Caves’ model of cultural consumption capital. 

Howard S. Becker’s work on art worlds will also be taken into consideration.  

The theory draws on sociological and economic research. Where Bourdieu has developed his 

main ideas about cultural consumption from a research study of museum attendance 

(Bourdieu 1993), Becker draws upon observations of events, memories of conversations and 

readings from members of the different art worlds (Becker 2008). Caves research is based on 

the study of qualitative data from trade journals and general newspapers to explore the 

economic organization of the cultural industries supported by empirical observations from the 

sociological field (Caves 2000).  

To inspire the hypothesis building in this thesis furthermore, the use of signalling theory has 

also been included. The signalling theory stems from the marketing and economic field of 

research and is very relevant for creative goods, because their value cannot really be assessed 

before consumption. This characteristic of creative goods, such as a feature film, increases 
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consumers’ search for signals that can point towards qualities of the creative good in order to 

decrease uncertainty. 

 

1.3.6 Delimitations of theoretical approach 

The purpose of the thesis is to shed light on the effect of reviews on the film choice of cinema 

audiences and thereby provide information for the distribution and exhibition chain in the film 

industry. A stronger focus on marketing theories could have brought on different perspectives, 

but the industry discourse on upmarket and mainstream audiences inspired a more 

sociological approach, thereby inviting Bourdieu supported by Becker and Caves. The 

delimitations lie not in the chosen theory since the methodology is to test these theories on the 

empirical data gathered, but in the choice itself – a different theory would have inspired 

different hypothesis to test.  

 

1.3.7 Delimitations 

The results of this thesis are related to the specific empirical data gathered and generalisations 

of the Danish cinema audience should be made with caution. However, since empirical data 

has been collected from different members of the cinema field – audiences, reviewers, 

distributors and exhibitioners – it is not unlikely that hypothesis supported from all members 

can apply to the general cinema audience.  
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2. The cinematic film market in Denmark 
The purpose of this section is to give the reader an overview of the cinematic film market in 

Denmark, which is the focus of this thesis.  

 

2.1 Distribution and marketing of films 
By 2008, Denmark had 164 cinemas and they sold 2.4 tickets per inhabitant in Denmark. The 

total number of tickets sold amounted 13.1 million, which is an increase from 2007 of almost 

a million tickets. 213 films were released in 2008; 106 of them American, 28 Danish films, 56 

European films and 16 films from the rest of the world (DFI Facts and figures 2009)7.  

 

The summer of 2009 shows the highest ticket sales during this period ever – 2.96 million 

tickets; this is an increase of 76.4% since the summer of 2003. This can be explained by a 

change in release patterns of both American blockbusters and Danish releases – during the 

last half of the decade. The distributors and exhibitors have realized that the summer period is 

a popular period to visit the cinema providing the films are worth seeing. Traditionally, the 

summer period was used to send out films with small expectations, but inspired by USA 

which has a tradition for summer blockbusters, this has changed8.  

 

Danish films have a high market share – 33% - which is only seen higher in France where 

French films account for 46% of the market (DFI Facts and figures 2009). American films in 

Denmark account for 52% of ticket sales spread over 106 films, meaning that the average 

admission count is lower for American films than Danish films (64.000 vs. 153.000).  

Though the number of tickets sold has increased over the last year, there is an growing need 

for understanding the audience in order to keep them and attract more – the cinema 

experience is under siege by home entertainment systems, illegal downloads and other 

entertainment offerings.  

 

The Danish market for feature films can be described as three links in the value chain – 

production, distribution and exhibition.  

The production chain creates the artistic piece of work – the film, the distribution chain focus 

on selling the film to cinemas, DVD retailers, television and to the end audience as well. They 

are in charge of marketing, PR, the ordering of film copies and rental to cinemas.  
                                                
7 The total number (213) includes short films and documentaries, why the numbers above does not ad up. 
8 http://www.dfi.dk/nyheder/filmupdate/2009/rekordsommer-for-biograferne.aspx 
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The exhibition chain is the cinemas, which is the first market window of a film before it 

moves on to DVD and television. The cinemas also market the films within their frame and 

membership clubs are common as a mean of creating loyalty and marketing the films to the 

audiences.  

In this thesis the focus will be on the exhibition chain and the distribution chain since they are 

in charge of marketing films and the choices behind the use of quotes or stars from reviews in 

their marketing material.  

Five key players dominate feature-film distribution in Denmark – SF Film, Nordisk Film, 

UIP, Buena Vista and Sandrew Metronome (DFI Facts and figures 2009). Nordisk Film is 

present in all links of the value chain for films – production, distribution and exhibition.  

 

The five biggest cinemas in Denmark have a market share of 27.2% and the fifteen biggest 

cinemas accounts for over half of the tickets sold. Nordisk Film is the dominant player in the 

market accounting for 43% of the ticket sales in Denmark (DFI Facts and figures 2009). This 

market share increased from 37% in 2006 when the company acquired Dagmar Teatret in 

Copenhagen and Kinopalæet in Lyngby, from Sandrew Metronome. The acquisition of 

Dagmar Teatret was part of a strategy to strengthen their position in the market for upmarket 

films and to compete with Grand Biografen. The market for upmarket films is growing 

because the segment of older with a higher education attends the cinema more often and 

because the younger segments shows more interest in other than mainstream films9.  

 

In the exhibition link, Nordisk Film’s major competitor is Cinemaxx, which owns multiplexes 

in three of the largest cities in Denmark (see table A in appendix A for an overview of 

ownership of cinemas and market shares 2007). Cinemaxx is in the mainstream market 

whereas Nordisk Film, with Dagmar and Metropol, are also represented in the market for 

upmarket films.  

The Copenhagen area accounts for 40% of the ticket sale in Denmark10. The survey carried 

out in relation to my research question has been sent out to inhabitants of the Copenhagen 

area; among them to the members of Dagmar listen. 

 

 
                                                
9 http://www.danske-biografer.dk/Default.aspx?ID=78&M=News&PID=8&NewsID=1407 
10 http://www.danske-biografer.dk/Default.aspx?ID=78&M=News&PID=8&NewsID=1407 
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2.2 Different market profiles of the cinemas 

In the Copenhagen area the cinemas can be divided according to the segments they mainly 

target; mainstream, crossover and upmarket audiences.  

The films shown in Danish cinemas can be divided in to three main categories – high budget 

event films, mainstream films on wide release, and art or upmarket films (Stafford 2007). 

Event films are often seen in all three types of cinemas, mainstream films are seen in 

mainstream and crossover cinemas and art films are seen in crossover and upmarket cinemas.  

   
The event films are about maximizing the number of audiences and the wider they appeal the 

better. They often open on the same date in all territories and in every cinema in the major 

cities. A good example is the Harry Potter films, which are a major event for a lot of different 

people all over the world. The event films attract both frequent and occasional cinemagoers 

and are of high value as a common topic of conversation.  
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The mainstream films are also opened widely and rely more on stars and genre appeal to 

entice audiences. The mainstream films often appeal to the frequent cinemagoers and 

especially the 12-29 years olds.  

   
The art films are less accessible than mainstream films in the way that they do not necessarily 

look familiar to the audience. Often they are non-American films and the audiences are higher 

educated and more accustomed to attending art events, than the audience for mainstream films 

(Stafford 2007). The marketing and promotion budgets for these films are generally a lot 

smaller than for the mainstream films, meaning that publicity, word of mouth and reviews in 

the media, are more important to build awareness in the minds of the audiences. The art films 

appeal to the upmarket audience.  

 

Palads, Imperial and Cinemaxx are typical mainstream cinemas, whereas Dagmar, Grand, 

Vester Vov Vov and Gloria are serving the upmarket audience. Metropol København and 

Falkoner Biograf are crossovers, meaning they show mainstream and upmarket films with a 

larger than average market potential. The upmarket cinemas often post reviews of the films 

showing in the foyer since they are expected to matter to the audience of these cinemas.  
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3. The cinema audience in Denmark 
In the following section research conducted primarily on the Danish cinema audience will be 

summarized, and hypotheses relating to the problem formulation of this thesis will be 

identified. 

  

3.1 Alsted 2001 

The Alsted research of the Danish cinema audience is from 2001 and in that respect not as 

current as the other research mentioned below, but it is a very comprehensive report. It 

consists of a quantitative survey and a qualitative research part conducting 10 focus groups 

cross-country.  

 

The research found that the upmarket segment accounts for 32% of the Danish cinema 

audiences, the mainstream segment for 62% and the downmarket segment for 6%.  

These segments are divided into high users and light users. 

The downmarket segment is the most seldom seen in the cinema, those in that segment choose 

not to visit the cinema because of price sensitivity or convenience issues and are in that 

respect not interesting in this thesis.  

The mainstream segment is the broadest segment and is mostly socially motivated to go to the 

movies, whereas the smaller upmarket segment is culturally motivated.  

 

According to Alsted, cultural and social motivations are the two most important motivation 

factors for the cinema audience. For the culturally motivated audience, the choice of film is 

the most important issue whereas the choice of companion is more important for the socially 

motivated. 24% of the respondents are motivated by the film experience – most of these 

respondents are between 19-35 years old without children.  

The adult upmarket audience 19-35 and 35+ reads and uses reviews, whereas the family 

mainstream segment reads reviews but seldom takes them into consideration when choosing a 

film. 

 

The different kind of motivations are based in different sets of values. The socially motivated 

values family and group identification, social coherence, joy and harmony – the cinema 

experience is seen as a social event and the expected outcome is entertainment, fun and 

cosiness.  
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The culturally motivated values intellectual development, personal enrichment and personal 

interest – to lose oneself in the experience. The expected outcome of the cinema experience is 

an aesthetic or artistic experience, absorption and delight. For the culturally motivated 

audience, the expectations of the cinema experience are based on information about the film 

whereas the expectations of the socially motivated audience are not particular bound to the 

specific film.    

 

Since the socially oriented audience does not focus strongly on a particular film, the reviews 

of the film are suspected not to have a large impact on film choice. The culturally oriented on 

the other hand sees the film as the most important ingredient in the cinema experience and can 

be expected to search for some kind of pre-validation of the quality of the film and thereby be 

more affected by reviews. The culturally motivated segment is most prevalent in the upmarket 

sector that reads reviews in newspapers, magazines, on the internet and view TV reviews.  

 

For an overview of the difference between socially and culturally motivated audiences 

regarding the expectation and evaluation phase, see figure A in appendix A. The film is the 

focus of the expectation and evaluation phase for the culturally motivated audience; they 

search for information about the film prior to the film experience itself and the film is the 

topic of conversation in both phases. For the socially motivated audience, the social activities 

are the focus of attention leaving less importance of the film in the expectation and evaluation 

phase.  

 

Another curious finding in this research is the large age difference when looking at the 

planning stage prior to the cinema experience. The younger the audience, the less planning is 

made in advance – the mature and older segments plan the event days or weeks in advance. 

This also indicates that the use of reviews in the film choice process is less important for the 

younger audience. Teenagers are mostly socially motivated and are in that respect the group 

suspected to be less affected by reviews.  

The research also shows that the effect of reviews changes according to the frequency of 

cinema attendance and that high users are more affected by reviews than are light users.  

 

3.2 Gallup 2006 
This research was made for the Danish Film Institute in spring 2006 and the main objective 

was to gather knowledge about the Danish cinemagoer in general and the attitude towards 
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Danish film productions. The research carried out a survey among 2192 people with questions 

based on prior focus group interviews. Among these 1622 attended a film within the last year.  

 

According to this research, 87% go to the movies because there is a particular film they would 

like to see a film and 37% also see it as a way of socializing with friends, family or partner. 

Only 9% mention a particular actor/actress as the reason to see a film and 5% is influenced by 

the director of the film. Compared to Alsted’s research above (Alsted 2001), this either 

indicates that the culturally motivated audience has increased since 2001 or it could be the 

result of different ways to pose questions.  

The research also shows that the most important sources of information are friends and 

family, newspapers, magazines and television. For 69% reviews in newspapers are important 

sources of information and 38% read about the film on the internet. More than half of the 

survey population have used film programmes with reviews as inspiration for the choice of 

film.  

 

3.3 Initiative Universal 2008 
This research is made for Biografklub Danmark and the main objective was to examine how 

different kind of discounts would affect cinema attendance. The research consists of a 

quantitative survey carried out in autumn 2008 and the qualitative part consists of four focus 

group interviews. The population used in the research are all characterized by attending the 

cinema at least once a year. 

  

The household income is equally distributed among the cinemagoers, indicating that price is 

not an issue and also indicating that cinema-going is popular in all layers of the social strata. 

There is however a tendency for a lower frequency in the highly educated segment. The 

research furthermore shows that compared to other cultural offers such as concerts, theatre or 

museums, attending a film in the cinema is not considered a very big cultural event. This 

could explain the low frequency among highly educated – they might prioritize other cultural 

events instead.  

 

The research has also examined from where individuals get information about film reviews. 

33% of the respondents get information from reviews in newspapers, 20% from reviews in the 

television, 15% from reviews on the internet and only 5% get inspired by advertisements with 

star ratings and quotes from reviews. The 15-30 year olds make less use of reviews in 
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newspapers, approximately the same use of reviews on television, higher use of reviews on 

the internet and 9% get inspired by advertisements with star ratings and quotes from reviews. 

This shows that the internet is more important for the younger segment, and that traditional 

newspaper reviews are less, but still important for this segment.  

For the older segment, the picture is somewhat different – 46% of this segment considers 

newspaper reviews, 17% reviews in the television, only 12% read reviews on the internet and 

2% are influenced by advertisements with star ratings and quotes from reviews. This segment 

is very aware of the credibility of the media in which they gather information.  

 

Concerning the question about when individuals decide to attend the movies, this research 

shows the same pattern as the research above (Alsted 2001). There is a clear tendency that the 

earlier the decision to attend the movies are taken, the more important is the choice of film 

and the more spontaneous individuals are less focused on the choice of film.  

For most people, other social activities are connected with the cinema attendance; dining out, 

drinking coffee or shopping for example – only 20% did not have any other activities 

connected to the cinema attendance. This correlates with Alsted’s research from 2001, which 

distinguishes between the socially motivated and the culturally motivated audience, which 

accounted for 24%. Gallup only found that 37% were mainly socially motivated, but, as 

mentioned, this result can stem from a difference in the questioning.  

 

Although you cannot accurately assess the quality of a film before it is consumed, 78% had 

rather big expectations of the chosen film indicating that there is a certain amount of 

information seeking related to the film choice – this could come from reviews, word of 

mouth, trailers etc. To build up expectations means that the audience has a certain idea about 

the quality of the film and in order to build up expectations, information about the film has 

been processed either passively or actively.  

 

3.4 Stradella Road 2009 
A recent American survey conducted with 1547 medium to high cinema-goers in the theatres 

as well as 2305 interviews over the phone or online with high cinema-goers shows that people 

are more likely to trust the word of a friend than the word of a film reviewer. Moreover only 

28% of the respondents say that a bad review from a film critic can keep them from seeing the 

film, whereas 40% would stay clear if the negative reviews were coming from a typical 
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cinema-goer. This suggests that user ratings on the internet and word of mouth have a 

stronger effect on film choice than do film reviewers.  

 

To sum up the above findings, the main issues concerning this thesis is the division between 

socially and culturally motivated audiences since they are suspected to have different 

approaches to information gathering and the use of reviews in the choice of film. Another 

interesting issue to consider is the time span between attending the film and the premiere date 

as well as the aspect of what time (early or spontaneous) one makes the decision to attend the 

cinema. 

Furthermore it is found that the most frequent cinema-goers are to be found among the 

younger audience, which are mainly socially motivated. From this data, the following 

hypothesis can be formed: 

 

 

 

 

H1: The cinema-goers most affected by reviews are culturally motivated adults.  

H2: The cinema-goers less affected are the 15-19 years olds who are mainly socially 

motivated.  

H3: High users are more likely to be affected by reviews in the film choice process.  

H4: The younger audience between 15-30 year olds use internet reviews more than 

other segments and the older segments mostly use newspaper reviews. 
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4. What is a review? 
In this section, the form and purpose of reviews is analysed in theory and by empirical 

material collected in interviews with reviewers mainly from the daily newspapers in 

Denmark.  

 

According to David Bordwell (Bordwell 2003), who is a well-known film theorist and film 

critic author, a review consists of four structural components: 

- Plot synopsis 

- Background information 

- A line of arguments 

- Conclusive evaluation 

These components can be divided or weaved into each other. Depending on the media in 

which the review is published and the allowed space, there will be different focus on the four 

components11.  

The review can have a number of different functions for the reader or recipient. It can be 

considered as news, consumer guidance, entertainment, gossip, opinion forming or as a source 

of knowledge and inspiration – a kind of general education.  

For the media, the review can also have different functions depending on the target segment 

of the media; but the main objective for the media is that the review type should strengthen 

the position and image of the specific media.  

For the reviewer himself, the objective of writing the reviews can also be multiple and 

different – a job function, a way to show your passion for film, promotion of films with small 

marketing budgets, self profiling, and all the above mentioned functions for the reader and 

media.  

  

Henrik Uth Jensen and Lars Pynt Andersen (Uth Jensen et.al. 1997) distinguish between three 

kinds of reviewing styles based upon the rhetorical concepts logos, pathos and ethos. The 

logos-oriented review focuses on the understanding of the film, the pathos-oriented review 

focuses on the experience and the ethos-oriented review focuses on the evaluation of the film.  

 

The logos-oriented review is the most objective and factual of the three and will often consist 

of a film description, a more or less explicit analysis and a final evaluation. The reader of this 

                                                
11 http://www.ekkofilm.dk/filmiskolen.asp?table=filmiskolen&nid=4&id=51 
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kind of review is often interested in films in general or in the specific film, his need is to get 

information and an understanding of the film. This review form is the one closest to 

professional art criticism and this is also the weakness of this review form – the objective 

understanding of the film can overshadow the experience aspect of the film, and the distance 

between the reviewer and the film can make the evaluation less credible.   

 

The pathos-oriented review focuses on the experience and the reviewer functions as an 

audience representative. This kind of review can be seen as a sort of consumer guidance 

where the evaluation is presented through the communication of the film experience. It is an 

entertaining form of review and the choice of words will be colourful and descriptive.  

Due to the focus on the experience, this review form tends to favour emotionally loaded films 

and disfavour more distanced, intellectual films.  

 

The ethos-oriented review evaluates the film on the basis of the authority of the reviewer 

himself. This kind of review is often short and the focus is on the verdict, which is presented 

solely on the basis of the authority, experience and competence of the reviewer. The ethos- 

oriented review is often seen in free newspapers and magazines as a very short review and is 

seldom seen in daily newspapers.  

 

The individual reviewers often master more than one of the review forms, and particular films 

are also better served by different kinds of reviews. An art or upmarket film would often be 

better served by the logos-oriented review because they often have several layers, whereas a 

horror film or a romantic mainstream film would be better served by the pathos-oriented 

review. The ethos-oriented review is, according to the writers of the article, very suitable to 

films of poor quality, which do not deserve the time of the reader nor of the reviewer. The 

reason for the need of a short review format is the fact that, whereas a literary reviewer 

chooses which books to review, film reviewers are supposed to review every film that 

premieres in the Danish cinemas (interesting or not).  

 

The media that presents the review will also have an influence on the choice of review form 

since the target market of the particular media will have preferences according to review 

forms. An ethos-oriented review would not be seen in Weekendavisen and a logos-oriented 

review would seldom be seen in a youth magazine such as Chili or Tjeck.  
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Five reviewers have been interviewed for this thesis; Christian Monggaard from Information, 

Kim Skotte from Politiken, Ebbe Iversen from Berlingske Tidende, Henrik Queitsch from 

Ekstra Bladet and finally Ole Michelsen former host on the television program Bogart; a film 

review program (Appendix E).  

 

All five reviewers agree that a review is a piece of consumer guidance that should help 

potential audiences chose a film even though the verdict in the review will be subjective. The 

interviewees see themselves as qualified as reviewers and consumer guides because of an 

extraordinary love of films and knowledge about films in general. The interviewees 

themselves have favourite reviewers from foreign film magazines and expect that they are 

most likely to influence their readers' film choice if the reader has similar taste as the reviewer 

in question. 

 

All except Skotte always try to convey the film experience to the reader, meaning that the 

pathos-oriented review style is used in all cases.  

Monggard, Skotte and Queitsch also have a focus on a broader cultural criticism indicating a 

logos-oriented style where arguments and explanations for certain phenomenon are in focus. 

Historic perspectives and references to the social context of the film are important aspects of 

the review for Skotte and Monggard, whereas Iversen and Queitsch evaluate the importance 

for each film in question.  

The ethos-oriented review are used by Queitsch and Monggaard when the film reviewed is 

not worth wasting time or space on; it will be a short and clear verdict without much 

argumentation (Appendix E). In summary, the reviewers do not adhere to a single rhetorical 

style, but blend styles depending on the film and the experience.  

In all the daily papers and for the program Bogart, the review should also be able to stand-

alone; it ought to be a piece of entertainment in itself. 

 

Most reviewers see themselves as standing outside the production, distribution and exhibition 

of the film field; the review should counter the massive marketing signals coming from the 

supply side. The reviewers do not suspect that they have any influence on the art production 

as such although some suggests that producers might act on more general consensus criticism 

of Danish film productions (Appendix E).  
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From the above information provided by reviewers from the most important written media, it 

can be concluded that the intention behind reviews is mainly to guide potential audiences in 

their film choice and in some cases to engage in cultural criticism.  

Having established an important premise for this thesis – that reviewers intend to influence 

the film choice of audiences – the following section will present the theoretical frameworks 

that inspire the continuing process of hypothesis formation.  
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5. The role of the review/reviewer in the film system 
 

5.1 Signalling effect 
A film is an experience good and as such, the quality cannot be assessed prior to 

consumption. However, audiences look for indicators that can diminish the uncertainty about 

the film quality.  

 

In Basuroy, Desai and Talukdars’ article An empirical Investigation of Signalling in the 

Motion Picture Industry (Basuroy et.al. 2006), the reviewer is seen as an independent or third-

party source that can moderate the strength of the signal from the firm – in the case of films, 

the signals from the product itself and the signals from the production or distribution company 

behind the film. The non-independent signals can be famous actors, directors, a sequel, 

trailers and marketing etc. This theory suggests that consumers search for signals in the 

choice process and the need for independent signals – from a reviewer – depends on the 

strength and reliability of the signals related to the product – the film - in question.  

 

When the film signals are not strong enough to persuade the audience that this particular film 

is worth seeing or when the choice between two films is equally strong on signals, 

independent input is needed.  

Reviews can provide potential audiences with independent signals or cues before the film is 

released. Consensus among reviewers will reduce uncertainty about the film quality although 

some individuals tend to have a favourite reviewer, which they consider themselves being 

close to in taste and preferences.  

Word-of-mouth is also an independent cue and this will spread after the film release, reducing 

the uncertainty about the quality of the film even more (previews for ordinary audiences are 

getting more and more common as a result of the recognition of the effect of word of mouth).  

Another place to gather independent information is on film websites offering user reviews and 

debate forums.    

 

Mainstream film productions are often loaded with familiar signals such as famous actors and 

a well-defined genre. For upmarket and art films, the signals are weaker for several reasons. 

Upmarket and art films are made on a smaller budget meaning that famous actors are less 

prevalent, the marketing budget is smaller and often the genre is more difficult to categorize.  
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This theory suggests that the choice of upmarket and art films are more likely to be affected 

by independent signals, leading to the following hypothesis: 

 

5.2 Fields and art worlds 
The French sociologist, Pierre Bourdieu, has studied the field of cultural production and has 

some very interesting theories about the social position and role of intellectuals and the 

relationship between high culture and low culture.  

At first the relevant parts of Bourdieu’s theory will be outlined and supported by Becker and 

Caves, ending up with a presentation of the hypothesis.  

 

Bourdieu operates with the notion of a field. In this case the cultural field or more specifically 

the “film field” is interesting. A field has it own laws of functioning and its structure is 

determined by the relations between positions agents occupying in the field. This makes the 

field a dynamic structure and the agents in the field are engaged in competitions for control of 

the interests or the resources of the field (Bourdieu 1993). A parallel to Bourdieu’s field is 

Howard S. Becker’s “art world”. A specific art world is a network of people whose 

cooperative activity - organized via their joint knowledge of conventional means of doing 

things - produces the kind of art works that this art world is noted for – feature films (Becker 

2008).   

 

Depending on what kind of field we are dealing with, different kinds of capital are the most 

important resource – in the cultural field, the value of economic capital, symbolic capital and 

cultural capital changes depending on the dominating laws of the field. For some producers of 

art in the cultural field, the cultural and symbolic capital – for example prestige, celebrity, 

consecration and honour – is very important, for others the economic capital can be most 

important. Two sub-fields appear in the field of cultural production; the field of restricted 

production where art is produced for the sake of art – high art, and the field of large-scale 

cultural production where the laws of competition for economic resources prevails – low art 

(Bourdieu 1993). In between these two opposites are middle-brow art, which are targeted at 

the “average” – where the line is drawn between low and middle-brow is difficult to say, and 

for reasons of simplicity, low- and middlebrow art will be seen as the same.  

H5: Upmarket and art films are more affected by reviews than are mainstream films.  
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It is easy to make a parallel with upmarket film and mainstream film production even though 

the difference between upmarket and mainstream film production is not that clear cut. 

Upmarket or art film production is aiming for an increase in cultural capital and symbolic 

capital, and mainstream film production has a budget aim – appreciating economic capital. In 

reality though, the production companies behind upmarket films often have economic 

incentives as well. This suggest a certain hierarchy in the field – the top of the hierarchy being 

art film productions where the symbolic and cultural capital are appreciated and mainstream 

or blockbuster productions at the bottom of the hierarchy. In circles where economic capital is 

highly appreciated, the hierarchy will be turned around.  

 

Since mainstream productions are focussing on economic capital there is an incentive to aim 

broad in order to ensure a high number of ticket sales. According to Bourdieu it is necessary 

for audiences to possess a certain degree of cultural capital in order to consume art. 

Individuals rich in cultural capital have empathy towards, appreciation for, or competence in 

deciphering cultural relations and cultural artefacts. As Bourdieu states: “A work of art has 

meaning and interest only for someone who possesses the cultural competence, that is, the 

code, into which it is encoded” (Bourdieu 1993: 7).  

The possession of cultural capital is not easily obtained, but is the result of a long process of 

acquisition based on education in the family, education as part of a social group and 

institutionalized education. Since cultural capital depends on different kinds of educational 

settings – formal and informal – Bourdieu argues that cultural capital is unequally distributed 

among social classes and class fractions (Bourdieu 1993).  

Becker supports this argument; the demand of cultural experiences by individuals is a result 

of what they have learned to enjoy and want, and that is a result of their education and 

experience (Becker 2008). The audience will be attracted to art works with which they share 

conventions and taste. 

Bourdieu also argues that the more cultural experiences an individual achieve, the more they 

want – “because each new appropriation tends to strengthen the mastery of the instruments of 

appropriation” (Bourdieu 1993: 227). 

Richard E. Caves presents the model of cultural consumption capital (Caves 2000), which 

suggests that each cultural consumer have a certain stock of - for example - film appreciation 

capital. This stock depends on:  
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- The number of hours the individual has devoted to films (see also Bourdieu 1993: 

228)  

- General education which enables comparison and understanding of references and 

relations 

- Family background; education and level of cultural consumption 

- The cost of the film experience, income and prices of other goods. 

 

The ideas of Bourdieu, Becker and Caves explain why there is a distinction between the 

audience of upmarket film and mainstream film. Art and upmarket films cannot necessarily be 

decoded by anyone; assuming that the cultural capital needed to understand these films are 

more prevalent in higher social classes. For producers of art and upmarket films there is a 

quest for distinctiveness and the film, as well as its producers, should be somehow 

irreplaceable (Bordwell et.al. 2002).  

Mainstream films are less loaded with codes that need a certain cultural capital to comprehend 

the film; the film is allowed to look like other films in the same genre since this makes it even 

more accessible.  

Upmarket films should in that respect appeal more to individuals with a certain degree of 

cultural capital that has been accumulated by means of education by family, a social group or 

institutions.  

 

In the production of mainstream film, economic capital is higher valued than symbolic and 

cultural capital; hence the need to reach a larger audience. In order to reach a larger audience, 

it is pivotal that the film can be understood by individuals with a low cultural capital, 

compared to the audiences for which upmarket films are produced. This explains the 

opposition between high art and low art in the field of cultural production – high art as having 

a higher degree of complexity and less accessibility and low art as a more accessible piece of 

work.  

 

Bourdieu’s theory of art perception suggests that individuals with a higher education are 

supposed to be more competent in deciphering works of art than individuals with a lower 

education. Those less educated often apply “the code of everyday environment” to all kinds of 

art, because they do not hold the codes of high art – meaning that high art is not decoded 

correctly (Bourdieu 1993). Since the code often used, is the one of everyday environment, 
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less educated people prefer more realistic representations in the arts, where this code results in 

meaningful interpretations.  

This theory suggests that individuals with higher education should be able to decipher both 

upmarket and mainstream film, whereas individuals less educated would prefer mainstream 

films and could have difficulties deciphering upmarket films.  

 

Critics or reviewers are important agents in the cultural field of production seen from both the 

high art perspective and the low art perspective. In the high art sub-field, the role of the critic 

is important because they are supposed to be competent in understanding and evaluating the 

quality or meaning of film art, and in this way they are in the position to increase the 

symbolic capital of the producers of upmarket or art film.  

Not all critics or reviewers will have the same status in this subfield – the reviewer also needs 

to possess a certain amount of cultural and symbolic capital to be taken seriously. Distributors 

and marketers of art films make use of reviews in the marketing and promotion of these films. 

Reviewers are quoted on literally all film posters; upmarket cinemas also display full-length 

reviews in the foyer of the cinema.  

 

In the low art sub-field, the role of the critic or reviewer is important because they are 

expected to have an influence on the films appeal to audiences – quotes and star ratings are 

used in marketing material. The stronger economic incentive for the making of a film, the less 

the reviews will have an importance for the creators of the film – the quest has not been for 

symbolic or cultural capital but economic capital.  

 

According to Bourdieu, the critics legitimate discourse about the work of art – the film and 

are in that respect part of the production of the value of the film (Bourdieu 1993). Becker 

suggests several functions of the reviewer or critic. First, and from an institutional point of 

view, these gatekeepers distinguish between art and non-art and in that respect support or 

develop current art systems. Second, the audiences can use the reviews to ensure they share 

the same conventions and taste as the film. Finally, since the cultural industries in general and 

the film industry in specific is characterized by the lack of contact between artist and 

audience, the artist to some degree depend on and are more responsive to their professional 

peer groups and critics for feedback (Becker 2008).  
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The critic or reviewer can be seen as an expert in the field, and for art or upmarket films these 

experts can increase the symbolic and cultural capital of producers behind the work of art. 

Since the critic is supposed to open and evaluate the art work for a possible audience, the 

critic is more likely to be consulted in the case of high art which is more difficult to access 

and understand. Furthermore it is likely, that individuals possessing a higher education and as 

such, are more used to the concept of expert knowledge, will be more prone to look for expert 

knowledge when choosing between different film offers.  

Individuals with a higher education will also be more likely to speak the same language and 

understand the same codes as the critic or reviewer. Even though critics or reviewers are 

experts on the subject, most are aware that the outlet for the review has a more or less defined 

reader profile, which to some degree must be taken into consideration (Appendix E).  

 

For individuals in the lower social strata, the expert knowledge will not be valued as highly 

and for mainstream film as opposed to upmarket and art films, there will often be other cues 

such as actors, directors, heavy marketing and PR that can direct the audience in one way or 

the other. According to Caves the mainstream segment will often rely more on word of mouth 

recommendation and are more likely to show herd-like behaviour (Caves 2000). Because it is 

not possible to assess the quality of a film before it is consumed, it reduces insecurity to do 

what everybody else does. Moreover, watching popular films increases the stock of 

conversational resources; creative goods in general are very valuable in interpersonal 

discourse (Caves 2000).  

 

Bourdieu’s theory supports hypothesis H1 and H5 and the theoretical approaches outlined 

above leads to hypothesis H6 concerning the effect of reviews on the film choice: 

 

 

 

 

H1. The cinema-goers most affected by reviews are culturally motivated adults. 

H5. Upmarket and art films are more affected by reviews that are mainstream films.     

H6. The effect of film reviews is stronger on individuals with a higher level of education. 
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6. The effect of reviews; reviewing existing research 
In the following section, existing research on the subject will be examined and used in the 

process of hypothesis formation. The hypothesis inspired by the literature will be tested by the 

empirical evidence gathered via interviews with film industry members and reviewers, as well 

as questionnaires to the distribution companies. This is done to test whether American 

research results apply to the Danish film industry and to narrow down the number of 

hypothesis that eventually will be tested in the survey analysis.  

 

Most research on this subject focuses on the effect of reviews on films box office earnings 

and the research methods are mainly statistical analysis of the relationship between box office 

earnings and the nature of the reviews. A number of films over a time period is collected and 

along with a number of other variables that is expected to affect the box office earnings; 

advance publicity, word of mouth, budget, star actors, known/unknown director, number of 

screens, genre, producer identity, season of release, sequel, re-release etc. A lot of the 

variables are assigned subjective values, meaning that it can be somewhat difficult to compare 

research results and furthermore assess the validity of those results. This is reflected in 

different opposing results. Another problem in some of the research is the lack of assigned 

weights to the different reviewers; a national media will naturally reach more people than a 

state media (when looking at the United States of America for example).  

However, in this section the different research projects will be summarized and divided 

according to their main hypothesis. Due to time and space restraints of this project, the 

hypothesis stemming from the various research projects will be narrowed down. This process 

consists of asking experts in the Danish film industry and reviewers about whether these 

foreign country results apply to the film industry in Denmark.  

 

An often-heard statement in the film industry about the relationship between reviewers and 

the cinema-goers is that they do not have the same taste and therefore cinema-goers do not 

follow the advice of reviewers. This statement frequently comes from mainstream film 

producers who are not favoured by the critiques. An example comes from Regner Grasten, 

Danish film producer: ”If a film aims broad and is popular, well, you receive bad reviews”12. 

This relates to whether reviewers favour different films than the general audience, more 

specific whether reviewers favour art films over mainstream films.  

                                                
12 http://www.information.dk/88942 
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An American study from 1999 finds that there is a relatively weak positive correlation 

between popular appeal and expert judgment (Holbrook 1999). In this case popular appeal is 

being measured by HBO viewers popularity poll and expert judgments taken from 

comprehensive movie guides, with critical evaluations of all films. A 2006 study in the 

Netherlands finds that the average critics' rating of films classified as art films do not differ 

from ratings of mainstream films (Gemser et al. 2006).  

 

An American research project from 2009 comparing critics' ratings, user site ratings and 

ratings by university students found that those who saw the most films correlated more highly 

with critics' ratings and furthermore there was a clear tendency for critics to rate lower than 

non-critics (Plucker et.al. 2009). Other American research has shown that critics favour 

limited released films (mainly art films and narrow productions) over mass-market films 

(Basuroy et al. 2007 and King 2007). These findings indicates a divergence in preferences 

between audiences and reviewers, but on the other hand it is obvious that more people will 

see wide release films than platform releases since the accessibility of the latter is restricted13.  

 

Although Eliashberg and Shugans research (Eliashberg et. al. 1997) on film critics as 

influencers or predictors is quoted in almost every other research on the subject, their results 

showing that critics are only mere predictors and have no influence as opinion leaders is in 

opposition to most other research that shows that critics do have an effect under certain 

circumstances14.  

 

Basuroy et al. found in an American study that both positive and negative reviews are 

correlated with weekly box office revenue over an eight week period and thereby concludes 

that critics functions as both influencers and predictors. During the first week negative 

reviews hurt box office performance more than positive reviews boost box office 

performance. As one might expect, they also found that stars and big budgets could moderate 

the impact of reviews (Basuroy et. al. 2003). This is supported by a UK study that found the 

impact of a good review on box office success more certain than the presence of a star actor 
                                                
13 Wide release: Films released all over the country, platform release: Films only released in selected cities, often 
art or upmarket; can be related to mainstream and art/upmarket films release patterns in DK.  
14 Eliashberg and Shugan works with a distinction between an influence effect and a predictor effect. The former 
is seen when there is a correlation between reviews and first weeks box office performance, and the latter is seen 
when there is a correlation between reviews and later box office performance. To work with these concepts it is 
assumed that reveiws are only read up to or in the first week of the films running time. However the research is 
from 1997 and today reviews are available anytime you need them through the internet – meaning that it makes 
no sense to assume that reviews can only be consulted in the beginning of a films run.  
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or director. The combination of stars and good reviews were found to enhance the probability 

of success (Collins et. al. 2002). Basuroy and Desai’s research from 2005 confirms that this 

combination is rewarding.  

 

Other research studies have gone into more detail and found that the impact of reviews was 

dependent on genre and type of film. Reinstein and Snyder’s (Reinstein et. al. 2005) 

investigated the impact of two famous critics in USA, Siskel and Ebert known from the film 

review television show on ABC, and found that their positive reviews had an influence on the 

demand for dramas and narrowly-released films. The reviews had no effect on the demand for 

action films, comedies and event films but a significant effect on art films. The research also 

showed that positive reviews of one film seemed to decrease the demand for competing films.  

 

An American study from 2005 (Basuroy et. al. 2005) also found that critics had no influence 

on the market performance of familiar genres, but positive reviews helped the performance of 

less familiar genres. The influence of reviews on art films and platform films is confirmed by 

another research project that focuses on the higher need for information in case of art films 

and platform releases where marketing budgets are lower and publicity less present. The 

research also brings attention to the fact that not all critics are equally influential. Although 

wide-release films were not directly affected by reviews, word of mouth increased in this 

cluster with positive reviews and acclaim (Basuroy et. al. 2007).  

However, a research study made in the Netherlands showed that it is not the nature of the 

review (bad or good) that matters for art films, but the number and size of reviews – the more 

and bigger, the better. When looking at mainstream films, no influence effect was found with 

respect to nature, size or number of reviews, but a prediction effect was found with respect to 

the number and size of the film reviews (Gemser et. al 2006).  

 

To sum up, the following hypothesis can be extracted by the examination of research on the 

subject: 

H7: There is a divergence between reviewers and general audience taste, and reviewers 

favour art films. 

H8: Negative reviews hurt box office performance more than positive reviews boost 

performance. 
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Hypothesis H5 (Upmarket and art films are more affected by reviews than are mainstream 

films) based on theoretical considerations is supported by the above research showing that art 

films and unfamiliar genres are more affected by reviews than mainstream film and other 

familiar genre.  
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7. The commercial use of reviews 
In the following section, the distribution companies’ perception of the effect of reviews will 

be described and these perceptions will be held up against the hypothesis outlined above.  

The distribution companies are in charge of marketing the films; part of the marketing 

campaign consists of advertising material with star ratings and quotes from reviewers, while it 

is reasonable to believe that they have an idea or some reflections about the effect of reviews 

on the success of a film.  

  

7.1 The distribution companies 
Questionnaires have been sent out to a number of distribution companies on the Danish 

market and among those who took time out to answer them were Miracle Film, SF Film, 

Scanbox, Nordisk Film and Sandrew Metronome (Appendix B). Camera film is also included 

in this analysis (Appendix E).  

The distribution companies are experienced with both art and mainstream productions 

although Camera Film and Miracle Film have specialized in art films.  

 

Without exception all the respondents agree that art films are very volatile to reviews, but 

there is not consistency about the degree to which a mainstream film is affected. Scanbox 

believes that a blockbuster can do well without good reviews, and Miracle Film supports this 

by saying that American blockbusters and Danish sequel films like “Anja & Victor” are not 

dependent on reviews to the same degree.  

 

According to the distributors, the least-affected genres are the comedy, horror, action and 

youth films. There is not agreement about the effect of reviews on the family genre; Sandrew 

Metronome mentions the platform family films like “Far til fire” as not being dependent on 

reviews, and Nordisk Film sees an increase in the influence of reviews on family films; 

probably referring to “Vølvens forbandelse” which received bad reviews and low box office 

numbers15.  

Scanbox has seen examples of genres, for example cult horror films like SAW that thrive on 

bad reviews; the fans perceive it as a quality indication that traditional reviewers are repulsed 

by these type of films.  

                                                
15 http://www.scope.dk/film.php?id=5854 
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Even though the majority of the distributors agree that some films are not dependent on 

reviews to become a success, they all without exception use star ratings and quotes on 

marketing and promotion material surrounding the film. This is based on the idea that good 

reviews can never be harmful, no matter which media they come from. Scanbox and Nordisk 

Film focus on the reviewer as an opinion leader, that can help potential audiences make a 

choice to see a specific film. Scanbox also thinks of it as a necessary service to help audiences 

make choices among a very broad supply of films. Nordisk Film's experience is however, that 

the most important factor in the film choice process is word of mouth. Miracle Film also 

mentions the star ratings as eye catchers.  

Besides the importance of the number of media one can quote, Sandrew Metronome mentions 

the difference in star rating hierarchy between genres. A comedy can be very proud about a 

4/6 rating, whereas this is not a satisfying result for an art film, which is a statement supported 

by reviewer Queitsch from Ekstra Bladet (Appendix E).  

 

The distribution companies are not so sure about whether the effect of reviews can be stronger 

or weaker at different times a year, but the answer is predominantly negative. Children and 

family films in the autumn vacation and films premiering in the period around the Oscar 

nominations could be more volatile, but the considerations are not convincing. The time of 

premiere does not seem to be connected with the effect of reviews.  

 

There is general agreement about certain characteristics of the segment most affected by 

reviews: 

- adults, the more mature the more affected 

- well educated 

- interested in culture 

- live in the major cities 

 

Besides the above characteristics, SF Film believes that the high users are less influenced by 

reviews and that people not frequenting the cinema as often, is more inclined to follow the 

advice of reviewers. The findings in Danish audience research (Alsted 2001) shows the 

opposite – high users are more likely to be influenced by reviews. Nordisk Film sees the 

adult, intellectual and culturally motivated audience as being very influenced by reviews.  

Scanbox defines the segment influenced by reviews as belonging to the green/blue segment in 

the Minerva Model; the blue segment is the modern materialistic individuals that are driven 
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by prestige, influence, visible success, and the green segment is modern idealistic individuals 

that are more focused on belonging to a group, general education and family life16.  

Sandrew Metronome directly mentions the audience of art films and furthermore believes that 

reviews have a stronger effect on the audiences which are in the periphery of a specific films 

target market; they can be attracted by a good review or driven away by bad reviews.  

 

The least influenced according to the distribution companies are teenagers, the young high 

users and families where the children decide which film to watch. Mainstream audiences who 

have already decided to watch a platform film (example Spiderman II) will also be hard to 

convince otherwise. 

 

The distribution companies were also asked about how they viewed ratings and user reviews 

on for example film sites and booking sites. SF Film believes that the younger segment might 

be influenced by ratings and user reviews, because they are more likely to watch what 

everybody else watches. Miracle Film and Scanbox see these sites as a possibility to confirm 

film choice. Nordisk Film is convinced that especially social sites like facebook are an 

important factor of influence for potential cinemagoers. Facebook are now so popular that it 

works as a carrier of word of mouth. The recommendation from equals is important because it 

is considered to credible. According to Frederik Honoré from Nordisk Film word of mouth “is 

a concept that is crucial because of its high ability to sell tickets” (Appendix B). 

 

The cinema experience for many people is not only formed by the film they choose to see but 

by a number of facilitating and supplementary services and the ambience in the cinema – 

before, during and after the film experience. For reviewers, most of the elements surrounding 

the film experience are cut down to a minimum – the reviewers are invited to screenings 

outside the ordinary opening hours. On the one hand this ensures that reviewers are focused 

on the film they are about to review; they do not get disturbed by popcorn eating and talking 

audiences. On the other hand, the reviewers miss out on the some of the elements surrounding 

a film experience, which for ordinary audiences can be very important for the evaluation of 

the film and cinema experience.  

The experience of a film can depend on the ambience in the cinema; a comedy is more fun if 

everybody laughs, a horror film is more nerve wrecking if other audiences scream and gasps, 

                                                
16 http://toolbox.systime.dk/markedsudvaelgelse-segmentering-og-maalgruppevalg/livsstilsanalyser/minerva-
modellen 
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a children’s film a more fun to watch for adults if they are accompanied by children. This has 

led to the discussion of whether reviewers need to watch the films in an ordinary setting in 

order for them to feel the atmosphere in the cinema.  

Most of the distribution companies suggest that there might be a small advantage to gain by 

screening comedy, horror and children’s films with ordinary audiences, although there is a 

risk the reviewers will get annoyed instead of engaged. Nordisk Film has tried to the concept, 

but did not experience much of a change from the exclusive press screening.  

All reviewers support this viewpoint; it would not make a difference in most cases, a more 

likely scenario would be that it had a negative effect since ordinary audiences could interfere 

with their work. The only exception mentioned is children’s films, which can be difficult to 

assess without the reactions of the children.  

 

The questionnaires with the distributors support the following hypothesis: 

 

The rest of the hypotheses are only partly supported. When looking at the nature of reviews 

and their effect (H8), the art films are said to be in need for good reviews to survive and as 

such negative reviews are extremely harmful. Whether negative reviews are more harmful 

than good reviews are helpful is not clearly answered by the distribution companies.  

The distributors do not agree on whether reviewers favour art films and thereby not have the 

same taste as audiences (H7). Miracle Film objects to this hypothesis since the mainstream 

productions often gets most space in the newspapers and Sandrew Metronome sees the 

difference between audiences and reviewers in the reviewer’s ability to block out marketing 

and promotion efforts and thereby not being caught by the buzz like ordinary audiences. 

Scanbox sees the issue as irrelevant since all reviews are a result of a subjective experience 

and reviewers should not be suspected to cover the taste of a certain segment. Nordisk Film is 

the only distribution company to support this hypothesis completely.  

H1: The cinema-goers most affected by reviews are culturally motivated adults. 

H2: The cinema-goers less affected are the 15-19 year olds who are mainly socially 

motivated. 

H4: The younger audience between 15-30 years old uses the internet reviews more than 

other segments and the older segments mostly use the newspapers reviews. 

H5: Upmarket and art films are more affected by reviews than are mainstream films. 

H6: The effect of film reviews is stronger on individuals with a higher level of education. 
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H3 that suggest that high users are more likely to be affected by reviews in the film choice 

process is opposed by SF Film that believes they are the least affected by reviews.  

 

In the following part of the thesis, the interviews with key actors in the exhibition chain of the 

cinematic film business will be analysed and hypothesis tested before moving on to the survey 

analysis and final testing of the hypothesis. 

 

7.2 The exhibition chain 

The interviewees from the exhibition chain come from the crossover cinema Metropol; 

service manager Per Nygaard, the upmarket cinema Grand Biografen; director Kim Foss and 

from Nordisk Film's booker Christian Rønnow Hansen, who is in charge of booking the 

program for all of Nordisk Film’s cinemas in Denmark. They are closer to the actual film 

consumption and monitor the success, or lack of success, of each film; Foss is expected to 

share his view on the effect of reviews on especially art films and Nygaard to have a feeling 

for the effect on art films and mainstream productions. Rønnow has an overall view, but 

mainly with expertise on mainstream and events film since they are the most important films 

seen from a box office perspective – his job is to optimise the allocation of films to 

appropriate screens ensuring the highest ticket sales for each film. 

 

Rønnow is the first interviewee that seriously doubts the effect of reviews on the film choice. 

The viewpoint is based on his experience with forecasting films sales potential – a job that is 

done before reviews are out. When a film fails to live up to, or exceeds, expectation it has, 

according to his experience, not been a result of either bad or good reviews. When a film is 

good, it will receive good reviews, but the audience will see it because it is a good film, not 

because the reviewers have vouched for it. Rønnow is convinced that word of mouth is the 

most important factor deciding the success or failure of a film although a consensus among 

reviewers can have an influence.  

Mainstream and event films are in his experience not the least influenced by reviews, but art 

films are more dependent on reviews – not necessarily on the nature of the reviews, but the 

publicity that reviews give. Since the marketing budget for art films is often limited, they 

must depend on other ways to establish themselves in the minds of a potential audience and 

this is why reviews matter more for these kinds of films.  
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In describing the segment affected by reviews, Rønnow admits to an effect – he describes the 

segment as the “cultural elite” that leave it to the reviewers to decide whether a film is good 

or not. User ratings and debates on the internet could have an effect, but this mechanism 

resembles word of mouth more than traditional reviews.  

Although largely dismissive towards the effect of reviews, Rønnow admits that even though 

he is convinced that there is no cause and effect connection between reviews and box office 

sales, other patterns might appear if one took the time to analyze whether ticket bookings 

increased in case of good reviews and whether people having booked tickets failed to show up 

in case of bad reviews.  

In sum according to Rønnow, reviews can be important because they help expose the film, not 

so much because of the positive or negative nature of the review.  

 

Nygaard has a different experience; reviews do have an effect although it is difficult to assess 

how strong the effect is. In Dagmar, reviews from the most important written media is posted 

in the foyer as a service for the audience, that takes reviews into account when they choose 

which film to watch.  

Where Rønnow did not use foreign reviews in the planning of the film bookings, Nygaard 

looks at these, as well as foreign box office sales, and sales estimations from the booking 

department to plan how much personnel is needed in the cinema. If Danish reviews are very 

positive, extra personnel are sometimes called in.  

According to Nygaard, not only art films are influenced by reviews – action, science fiction 

and dramas with or without big stars can be just as affected by reviews. When several films 

premiere on the same date, the reviews have a stronger influence on the film choice.  

Kim Skotte from Politiken and the reviews in the Danish television program Go’morgen 

Danmark are seen to have a particular notable effect on a film's life. Even extremely hyped 

films are vulnerable; Nygaard does not believe that less familiar genres are more vulnerable 

than familiar genres.  

The nature of the review – whether it is positive or negative – has an effect on most films, but 

the media coverage in terms of reviews are certainly important for art films. According to 

Nygaard, teenagers are however not influenced by reviews meaning that films directed at a 

younger audience such as horror and comedy could be less affected by reviews than other 

genres. The segment most influenced by reviews is described as the intellectual audience with 

a longer education. Whether high users are more or less influenced by reviews is difficult to 

say. Furthermore it is his experience, that bad reviews hurt more than good reviews help.  
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To sum up, according to Nygaard, most films are influenced by reviews although films 

targeted at a young audience will be less affected by reviews. As mentioned above, Nygaards’ 

experience is based on his work in upmarket cinema Dagmar and crossover cinema Metropol, 

meaning that the points are more likely to apply to an upmarket audience’s attitude towards 

reviews rather than the mainstream segment.  

 

Foss is the director of upmarket cinema Grand Teatret, and he describes its main audience as 

mainly women between 40 and 60 years old in the evening and during the day an older, as 

well as, much younger audience is seen (senior and student discounts during the daytime). 

They are very interested in culture in general and are likely to read Politiken. According to 

Foss, the most important reviewers are from Politiken followed by Weekendavisen, 

Information and to a certain degree Berlingske Tidende. The reviewers that have built up a 

strong ethos and have been with the same newspaper for a long time, are the most important 

opinion leaders for the Grand audience. Reviews from the most important media are posted in 

the hall and their certainly is a hierarchy among the different media – they would much rather 

post a 4-star review from Politiken than a 6-star review from a DVD magazine.  

For Grand, the most effective way to advertise is still page 3 ads in Politiken with star ratings 

and quotes from the important daily papers.  

According to Foss, the art films are influenced by reviews, but in his experience reviewers are 

more fond of these kind of films, not because they favour them but simply because they are 

more interesting and of a higher quality than a lot of the mainstream productions shown in 

other cinemas. Foss is also in charge of the distribution company Camera, which distribute art 

films to Grand and other upmarket cinemas. When visiting film festivals where they often buy 

distribution rights, he monitors the feedback from Danish reviewers in the media in order to 

get a feeling of whether a particular film would be popular among the reviewers in the most 

important media. If feedback about a film is negative, he will hold back on buying 

distribution rights. This indicates that reviews have a very strong influence on the audiences 

that could ensure the success of an art film.  

Foss is not in doubt that American blockbusters and other films with massive marketing 

budgets are less influenced by reviews than art films are.  

 

In sum, Rønnow is most sceptical towards the effect of film reviews, Foss assigns them 

importance when it comes to art films and Nygaard’s experience is that they can have an 

influence on all films; art films being the most vulnerable and youth genres the least.  
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This next section will provide an overview of how the data collected in these interviews relate 

to the hypothesis that has appeared during this research process.   

The interviewees have rejected none of the seven hypotheses, except indirectly by Rønnow 

who doubt whether reviews have an effect – although he did not dismiss the possibility and 

believed that when consensus among reviewers occurred, it would have an effect. All 

interviewees agreed that the cinema-goers least influenced are the younger audiences (H2) 

and there is support for H1 that states that the cinema-goers most affected by reviews are the 

culturally motivated adults.   

Hypothesis 3 - high users are more likely to be affected by reviews in the film choice process 

– has not been supported nor dismissed. Foss directly and Rønnow indirectly supports 

hypothesis 4 that younger audiences use internet reviews or user ratings more than the older 

audience that mostly use daily paper reviews.  

That upmarket and art films are more affected by reviews than mainstream films is supported 

by all three interviewees and Nygaard furthermore endorses hypothesis 6 about the stronger 

effect of reviews on audiences with a higher level of education as well as hypothesis 8 

suggesting that negative reviews hurt box office performance more than reviews boost 

performance.  

Hypothesis 7 - that suggest there is a divergence between reviewers and general audience 

taste and that reviewers favour art films - is difficult to test when analyzing the audience 

survey. Commentary boxes and the results regarding the number of respondents that are 

influenced by reviews can give an indication about whether this is a tendency or not – and 

even if respondents do not follow reviews it do not necessarily mean that their taste diverge 

with reviewers taste. Since the audience survey will only give indications about whether the 

hypothesis is plausible or not, a more thorough analysis of other empirical data collected will 

be presented in the following section.  

When looking at the responses from Danish distribution companies there is almost a 

consensus on the subject; four out of five respondents believe that reviewers are fonder of art 

films than mainstream productions. Miracle Film is in opposition to this view. None of the 

distributors believe that the art films are favoured unfairly, but as a result as a more developed 

film taste than the average cinema-goer. When asked about whether the change of setting for 

a reviewer would make a difference in the rating of mainstream productions – for example 

letting the reviewer watch a comedy or action film in a cinema with ordinary audiences – the 

general answer is that it probably would make no difference. The reviewers are perceived as 
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professional film critics that would not be affected by the ambience among the audience – it 

might even be a source of irritation. Nordisk Film can reject the idea since they have already 

tried it and it made no difference.   

Nygaard and Foss do not experience a favouring of art films and neither do they support the 

idea that audience and reviewers taste are diverging. Rønnow suspects there is still a 

perception of reviewers being elitist, but whether it is true is not for him to decide. There is a 

big difference between a film being good, in the sense of quality, and good in the sense of 

easy to sell. To make a generalisation about reviewers favouring art films would presume a 

consensus in taste among reviewers, a presumption that neither Nygaard, Foss or Rønnow 

could support.  

 

The Danish reviewers interviewed for this project do not see themselves as having a distinct 

taste different from audiences. They all aspire to review the films on their own premise, but 

since they do see a lot more films than the average audience, they appreciate films that are out 

of the ordinary – those that surprise. But as Queitsch suggests, audiences are somehow aware 

that art films are more likely to receive good reviews than an action film or comedy and they 

take this into consideration when evaluating the reviews. This can be seen by the informal 

hierarchy of ratings – if a comedy or action film receives 4 out of 6 stars that is an outstanding 

review, but if the same happens to an art film it is not really good enough (Appendix E).  

When discussing taste, the reviewers on Berlingske Tidende, Ekstra Bladet and Information, 

are aware that some films do not appeal to them, and to avoid an unfair treatment, they send 

different reviewers depending on their preferences.  

Whether survey respondents perceive a divergence in taste will be indirectly seen in their 

attitude towards reviews. The respondents not affected by reviews in their film choice might 

be convinced they do not share tastes with reviewers or they might receive other signals that 

convince them to go see a certain film. The commentary boxes are expected to shed some 

light on the motivation for not following the recommendations from reviewers and this will be 

assessed in the survey analysis.   
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8. Hypothesis summary 
In the matrix below, the support or lack of support of the hypotheses are summarized to 

provide and overview. Empirical data, research studies and theory are held up against the 

hypothesis and posted on either the support side or the opposition side; when it is not in either 

box it is because it neither supports nor opposes the hypothesis. This can be a result of 

interviewees not having an opinion on the matter or not having addressed the issue. When 

appearing in both boxes, it means that opinions in this particular group of interviewees are 

divided.  
Hypotheses Support Opposition 
H1: The cinema-goers most affected 
by reviews are culturally motivated 
adults.  
 

Danish studies 
Bourdieu, Becker and Caves 
Reviewers 
Distribution questionnaires 
Exhibition interviews 

Rønnow doubts the effect of reviews 
in general 

H2: The cinema-goers less affected are 
the 15-19 year olds who are mainly 
socially motivated.  
 

Danish studies 
Bourdieu, Becker and Caves 
Reviewers 
Distribution questionnaires 
Exhibition interviews 

 

H3: High users are more likely to be 
affected by reviews in the film choice 
process.  
 

Danish studies 
Bourdieu, Becker and Caves 
 

SF Film distribution 

H4: The younger audience between 
15-30 years old uses internet reviews 
more than other segments and the 
older segments mostly use newspapers 
reviews. 
 

Danish studies and Stradella 
Distribution questionnaires 
Kim Foss 
Reviewers 

 

H5: Upmarket and art films are more 
affected by reviews than are 
mainstream films.  
 

Danish studies 
Bourdieu, Becker and Caves 
Reviewers 
Distribution questionnaires 
Exhibition interviews 

 

H6. The effect of film reviews is 
stronger on individuals with a higher 
level of education. 
 

Bourdieu 
Reviewers 
Distribution questionnaires 
Exhibition interviews 

 

H7: There is a divergence between 
reviewers and general audience taste, 
and reviewers favour art films. 
 

Basuroy 2007, King 2007 
Bourdieu 
Reviewers 
Distribution questionnaires 
Exhibition interviews 
 

Reviewers 
Distribution questionnaires 
Exhibition interviews 

H8: Negative reviews hurt box office 
performance more than positive 
reviews boost performance. 
 

Basuroy 2003 
Reviewers 
Distribution companies (for art 
films) 
Exhibition interviews 

Reviewers 

Table 1: Hypothesis summary 
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In the subsequent part of the thesis the audience survey will be analyzed. First, considerations 

about the construction of the survey will be presented, secondly the overall survey results will 

be presented and thirdly the hypotheses will be tested.  
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9. Survey analysis 
9.1 The survey construction 

The survey was initially presented to Dagmarlisten, which is a membership club of the 

Copenhagen upmarket cinema Dagmar. As the survey received responses, it became apparent 

that there was an overweight of women and the age group 40-49. To counter this overweight, 

the survey was posted on the social site facebook.com and sent to individuals in the desired 

age and gender segment that in turn sent it to their social circle. This manoeuvre also ensured 

respondents outside the upmarket segment. The number of respondents amount to 157.  

In the following paragraph, the considerations on the construction of the survey regarding 

questions and their placement in the survey are described.  

 

Profession and income are placed in the ending of the survey since these questions can be 

quite sensitive and put respondents off, if it is the first question they are presented. Sex, age 

and education on the other hand are easy to answer and are good as an introduction to the 

form of the survey (Boolsen 2008). The first part of the survey is concerned with the habits of 

the respondent related to cinema-going. The answers to the first five questions will give an 

indication about whether the respondent is belonging to the up-market or mainstream segment 

as well as the frequency between visits to the cinema.  

 

The genre question is aimed at discovering whether there is a pattern between the preferred 

genre and the attitude towards reviews.  

The question about which factors matter when choosing a film is meant to reveal whether 

there is a relation between film characteristics appreciated and the importance of reviews in 

the film choice.  

The sources of information important to the respondents will also be analyzed in relation to 

the degree of importance they assign reviews. The attitude towards star ratings and quotes 

from reviews on advertising material are interesting from a marketing perspective, but the 

answers related to other questions concerning review attitudes might show some patterns.  

 

The fourth part of the survey explores the importance of reviews in different kind of media 

and is more specific when asking about the use of the internet. The use of user reviews and 

debate forums on the internet is a fairly unexplored area, even though discussions about the 

importance of the user reviews versus traditional reviews are sometimes seen in relatively 
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closed circles of film professionals. The new kino.dk combines gossip, user reviews, debate 

and ticket ordering for Nordisk Film's cinemas, CinemaXX and others across the country – 

inviting the cinema-goers indirectly to take part in the reviewing and debating. The attitude 

towards the traditional reviews and the user-reviews are hopefully disclosed a bit more in the 

answering of the questions in this survey.  

Respondents are also asked whether it is the collective opinion of reviewers or single 

reviewers’ opinion that they focus on. Furthermore the question about whether negative 

reviews have a stronger impact than positive reviews is addressed.  

 

The last few questions before the income and occupation questions are concerned with the 

effect of reviews on the film experience. The thought is to discover how large an impact 

reviews has on the common cinema-goers evaluation of the film experience. This is a sort of 

indirect influence on cinema-goers future film choice since word of mouth is an important 

factor when deciding to go see a particular film.  

The last questions about which reviewers the respondents are familiar with is supposed to 

shed light on whether it is possible to assign some of the reviewers a more dominant position 

in the film field and is particularly interesting for the distribution and exhibition chain. 

 

Even though Alsted research (Alsted 2001) found that age segmentation is not the most 

appropriate way to segment audiences when trying to work out their behaviour, the age of the 

respondents will indicate their place in the lifecycle. Even though there could certainly be a 

difference between singles and families in their attribution of importance to reviews, this is 

not a question posed in this thesis.  
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Below is a table is providing an overview at how preliminary research questions relates to the 

questions in the survey. The layout of survey is available in appendix F.  

Preliminary research questions  Survey questions 

Relation between the influence of reviews and 
demographic variables? 

Gender (Q1), age (Q2), education (Q4), occupation 
(Q30), income (Q31) 

Relation between genre preferences and the influence 
of reviews? 

Latest cinema visit (Q5), genre preferences (Q10) 

Relation between frequency and the influence of 
reviews? 

Frequency (Q6) 

Relation between motivation and the influence of 
reviews? 

Companion (Q7), motivation (Q8) 

Upmarket and mainstream segments? Latest cinema visit (Q5), preferred cinema (Q9), genre 
preferences (Q10) 

Relation between the importance of different film 
characteristics and the influence of reviews? 

Film characteristics (Q11)  

Which sources of information guides the film choice? Sources of information (Q12), reading habits (Q14), 
internet usage (Q16) 

Marketing and reviews Advertising with stars and quotes (Q13), stars and 
quotes on ticket booking sites(Q22) 

The influence of traditional reviews In different media (Q15), the collective opinion of 
reviewers (Q25), single reviewers (Q26) 

Single reviewers influence Acquaintance of reviewers (Q29) 
The internet Preferred websites (Q16), User ratings and reviews 

(Q17, Q18) Debate forums (Q19, Q20) 
The influence of negative and positive reviews Negative reviews (Q23), positive reviews (Q24) 
Influence of reviews in the evaluation process of the 
film 

Judgment (Q27), perspectives (Q28) 

Table 2: Survey construction 

 

9.2 General survey 
9.2.1 Demographics 

There are more female respondents than male respondents (59%-41%) and when compared to 

the age distribution in Copenhagen and Copenhagen area as well as the age distribution 

among the Danish cinema audience (TNS Gallup 2006), the survey population is not 

representative (see table B in appendix A for details). 

Furthermore the number of respondents is too low to reach a significance level that can 

validate the findings on a more general level. The analysis of this survey will say something 

about this group of respondents only, but can indicate some interesting relations that could 

inspire further research.  

 

The respondents of this survey come mainly from Copenhagen city and the Copenhagen area. 

70% of the respondents are highly educated – 30% have a short academic education and 40% 

a long academic education. The number of respondents with only elementary school 
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education is very low and so is the number of respondents with vocational training. High 

school level is represented by 20%. Since 40% of the respondents belonging to the long 

academic category are less than 30 years old and earn less than 200.000 a year, a large portion 

of these respondents are presumably still studying (for an overview see figure B in appendix 

A).  

The relationship between education and behaviour and attitudes towards reviews will be 

looked into in chapter 10.6. 
 

9.2.2 Frequency 

High users are individuals who frequent the cinema at least once a month. Medium users are 

individuals who frequent the cinema at least 4-6 times a year and low users 2-3 times a year. 

In this survey population, 44% of the respondents are high users, 40% are medium users and 

16% are low users. Compared to the general Danish cinema audience (TNS Gallup 2006), 

high and medium users are overrepresented in this survey population; this is however not 

surprising considering that over half of the respondents have been collected via a cinema 

mailing list.  

 

9.2.3 Motivation 

The survey population also has a large percentage of film enthusiasts; almost 40% describe 

themselves as being one. Dividing the survey population according to Alsted’s concepts of 

socially and culturally motivated, it seems to be almost equally divided between the two 

groups (Alsted 2001). Half of the respondents go to the cinema because it is a nice way to 

spend time with friend, family or colleagues. Almost half of the respondents go to the cinema 

to get an aesthetic experience and 39% to be intellectually challenged.  

However it should be held in mind that respondents had the opportunity to click off as many 

motivations as they liked. This means that the same respondent can be both socially and 

culturally motivated either generally or depending on the circumstances. 
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Figure 1: Total survey population and motivation, percentage 

The upmarket audience17, which consists of 27% of the survey population, is mainly 

culturally motivated; the film is the main attraction whereas the company and social aspect of 

the event is the most important factor for the socially motivated audience. One third of the 

survey population belongs to the mainstream segment18 and they are mainly socially 

motivated.  

The mainstream and upmarket audiences will be discussed later on in the survey analysis, but 

for now it should be noted that the mainstream audience in this survey is defined by only 

visiting mainstream and crossover cinemas and the upmarket audience only visits upmarket 

and crossover cinemas.   

 

9.2.4 Film choices 

When looking at the films the survey respondents have watched, there is a significant 

prevalence of films having received above average reviews19. Only 52 of the 356 visits to the 

cinema recollected by the respondents involved a film which has received poor reviews – 

these films belong to the comedy or horror genre. In 79 of the 356 visits to the cinema, the 

chosen film had received top reviews from most reviewers and the films chosen in the 225 

other visits all received above average reviews. The reviews have been collected at 

www.scope.dk, which shows the reviews of the most important daily newspapers, magazines 

and internet sites.   
                                                
17 See chapter 10.5 
18 See chapter 10.5 
19 At scope.dk the average rating from reviews for each film is listed.  
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67 of the films seen are event films such as “Men who hate women” and “Harry Potter”.  

In 63 cinema visits out of 356, the respondents went to see an art film in Dagmar, Grand or 

Vester Vov Vov.  

The low occurrence of films with bad reviews indicates so far that reviews do matter in the 

film choice process although some of the films are seen by a high number of the respondents 

indicating that word of mouth is an important factor.  

The most popular genres are drama and thriller followed by comedy, action, animation, 

romance and documentary and the least popular are children, youth and family genres 

followed by horror and art films.  

The plot and genre are very important choice factors (very important: 42% plot, 34% genre). 

35% of the survey population mentions the director as an important factor and 11% are not 

influenced by the director at all; 52% mentions the actors as important as well (see figure C, 

appendix A). Compared to the Alsted and Gallup studies, this survey population seems to be 

more focussed on film characteristic than the Danish audience in general (Alsted 2001, TNS 

Gallup 2006).  

 

9.2.5 Sources of information 

The diagram below shows how different sources of information influence and assist the 

respondents to make a choice of film when going to the cinema. Some information is 

presented to the potential audiences whether they actively or passively seek it out – posters, 

banner/pop-ups and trailers do not require the same effort as reading articles in the written 

media or seeking out information on the internet. It is reasonable to assume that most people 

are exposed to posters and trailers, but reading more than the headline of an article 

necessitates a choice of interest on behalf of the potential audience.  
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Figure 2: Total survey population and sources of information 

Therefore it is not surprising that the information sources demanding some kind of activity are 

considered more important sources of information for the respondents in this survey. Word of 

mouth and publicity in the written media are by far the most important inspiration – word of 

mouth has high or some importance for 83% of the respondents and written media 81%. This 

pattern was also seen in the Danish studies. Cinema trailers are also an important inspiration 

source (high: 20%, some: 46%) as well as the internet (high: 20%, some: 40%).  

The chart below shows the importance of reviews in different media: 

 
Figure 3: Total survey population and reviews in the media, number of respondents 
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Daily papers and television is by far the most important media followed by reviews on the 

internet.  

The number of respondents searching the film sites on the internet is not overwhelming; 

www.kino.dk where cinema tickets can be booked online is the most popular, along with 

www.imdb.com and the internet versions of the daily papers.  

 

9.2.6 The effect of reviews 

The overall survey results indicate that reviews do matter. Half of the survey population is 

affected by advertising material with star ratings and quotes from reviews although most 

respondents seem to take into consideration which media are quoted: 

“The number of stars from media that I respect matters” – Male, 30-34 

“If it is hearts and stars from serious media, I take it into consideration” – Female, 40-49 

Some respondents use advertising with star ratings and quotes when they have to choose 

among films they have not heard about or if the film is weak on other signals such as stars or 

genre.  

The respondents with negative attitudes towards advertising material either lack confidence in 

reviewers in general or are aware that star ratings and quotes are chosen by the distribution 

companies in order to sell the film:  

“I disagree with 80% of the reviewers so I always watch the trailer and decide whether it is 

worth seeing” – Male, 15-19 

“Advertising comes from the producer or the cinema, and they always want to sell the film no 

matter if it is good or bad” – Male 40-49 

According to Initiative Universals study only 5% use advertising material with star ratings 

and quotes from reviews, so the results in this survey are quite different – this is probably a 

result of the way the question is posed; in this survey the question is a yes/no/don’t know and 

in Initiative Universals study the respondents are asked about several different media in the 

same question (Initiative Universal 2008). This thesis study does not focus on to what extent 

advertising with star ratings and quotes matters, but rather if it matters at all.  
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Figure 4: Total survey population and the influence of reviews 

The internet allows potential audiences to browse through user ratings and debate forums and 

23% of the survey population bring into play user ratings when sorting their film choices and 

7% use debate forums.  

When looking at traditional reviews in the media, this survey distinguishes between the effect 

of the collective opinion of reviewers and the effect of single reviewers. This is because 

regular cinema attendees are expected to have favourite reviewers that they have found they 

are close to in taste.  

For 58% of the respondents the collective opinion of reviewers can have an impact on the 

choice of film and for 39% single reviewers can affect the film choice. One in ten is not sure 

whether or not they are influenced by the collective opinion of reviewers or single reviewers.  

There does not seem to be a pattern between age and the effect of the collective voice of 

reviews on the film choice. The most influenced age segments are the 25-34 year olds (70%) 

and 60+ segment (72%). The age segment least influenced by the collective opinion of 

reviewers is the 20-24 year olds (29%). Surprisingly enough, over half of the youngest 

respondents are influenced by it. This could be explained by the fact that 93% in this age 

segment live in a home that subscribes to Politiken (53%), Berlingske Tidende (27%), 

Information (7%) or Weekendavisen (7%).  

 

39% of the survey respondents are affected by single reviewers in their film choice process. 

The 15-24 year olds are the least affected age segment (only 21%), but also the 50-59 year 

olds are almost unaffected by the single reviewers opinion (7%). The most affected age 

segments are the 25-29 and 40-49 year olds with respectively 52 and 56%.  

In both cases – collective or single opinion of reviewers – men seem to be more influenced 

than women; 63% of the men are influenced by the collective opinion of reviewers against 
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49% of the women. 42% of the men are influenced by single reviewers and 34% of the 

women.  

 

The most well known reviewer is without a doubt Politiken’s Kim Skotte – 93% know him 

and the second most known is Mikkel Munch-Fals who hosted the TV programme about films 

DR2 Premiere for only one season (59%). This indicates that TV review programmes can be 

quite important for potential audiences. Erik Jensen from Politiken is also known by almost 

half of the respondents, Bo Green Jensen from Weekendavisen by 43% and Ebbe Iversen 

from Berlingske Tidende by one third of the respondents.  

Although radio is not assigned much weight by the respondents, one third of the respondents 

know P1’s host on Filmland, Per Juul Carlsen.  

A more detailed analysis of the composition of the respondents influenced by reviews will be 

made in the following sections where the hypotheses will be tested.  
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10. Hypothesis testing 
10.1 Culturally and socially motivated audiences 

 

H1 is supported by this survey analysis. The hypothesis has been tested by dividing the survey 

population stringently according to motivation and a comparative analysis of the culturally 

motivated and the socially motivated segment has been made.  

Question number 8 in the survey is constructed to get an insight about why the respondents go 

to the cinema and gives the respondent an opportunity to describe themselves as an audience 

(Appendix F). The respondents can tick off as many as they like, which is why the survey 

population has been divided sharply according to motivation. This division entails that the 

culturally motivated segment in this analysis is not also socially motivated; the purely socially 

motivated are however more difficult to isolate since the film experience will not be 

completely unimportant - just as the social aspect is not unimportant for the majority of the 

culturally motivated audience. But for the sake of clarity, the division has been made as 

stringent as possible even though the reality is closer to a spectrum of motivations, with one 

end as more culturally motivated, and the other end more socially motivated.  

 

The culturally motivated segment is in this analysis defined as being attracted to the cinema 

because of a need for intellectual challenges or an aesthetic experience excluding the 

respondents that sees the cinema experience as a nice way to spend time with friends, family 

or colleagues or is satisfying the need of a companion20. 51 of the respondents belong to this 

segment. The culturally motivated segment is well educated and relatively older than the 

general survey population – only 35% of these respondents are under the age of 35. Both age 

and education levels are as suspected on the basis of Bourdieu’s theory of a prevalence of 

higher educated among high art consumers. 

 

The culturally motivated segment is dominated by high users; 55% go to the cinema at least 

once a month. The dominance of high users among culturally motivated audience supports 

Bourdieu as well as Caves idea about a stock of cultural appreciation capital; the more films 

you see, the better you understand them and the more you want to see. 

                                                
20 Have ticked of in sentence 1, 3 or 9, and not in sentence 7 and 10. 

H1: The cinema-goers most affected by reviews are culturally motivated adults.  
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Friends/partners are the preferred companions and more than one out of four often goes the 

cinema alone. Not surprisingly, this segment prefers upmarket cinemas like Dagmar and 

Grand and 43% have art films as a preferred genre. Dramas, thrillers, science fiction and 

social realistic films are also popular among this segment.  

In the film choice process, the director of the film is an important factor along with genre and 

plot. Actors are still important although not as important as for the general survey population 

or the socially motivated segment.  

 

When looking at sources of information regarding films, publicity in the written media plays 

the most important role. In general, this segment is more aware about publicity in all media 

and gives less weight to word of mouth than the general survey population, although it is still 

the second highest rated inspiration source.  

Reviews in all media, except radio, are more essential for the culturally motivated segment. 

Although a larger part of this segment assigns no weight to reviews on the internet, the ones 

that do use the internet reviews put more weight on them than the general survey population.  

Below is a figure depicting the socially and culturally motivated segments attitude towards 

the impact of reviews on their film choice: 

 
Figure 5: Motivation and the influence of reviews 

The above table indicates that the culturally motivated audience is much more affected by 

reviews than the socially motivated audience. The findings on the culturally motivated 

audience show that the segment is more active in searching information about films and the 

importance of the director for the film choice, indicate a more thorough knowledge about 

films in general. Not surprisingly, a higher percentage of the culturally motivated audience do 
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trust the meaning of specific reviewers. Since the film experience is a vital part of the cinema 

experience, quality indicators are searched in different media and the favourite reviewer is 

consulted before a choice is made. That the segment is highly affected by the collective 

opinion of reviewers suggest a higher trust in reviewers in general and could stem from the 

fact that not only is this segment mainly well educated but also older. Age and education were 

said by Bourdieu to be connected to a more likely ability to decipher art and cultural 

references. Possessing these competences could increase the understanding of reviews, their 

premises and references thereby making it not only relevant in the film choice process, but in 

the film evaluation process as well as an interesting piece of entertainment in itself.  

Dividing the culturally motivated segment according to age does not suggest differing age 

patterns in this segment.  

 

The socially motivated segment sees the cinema experience as a nice way to socialize and do 

not expect intellectual challenges or an aesthetic experience21. 46 respondents belong to this 

segment, which is characterized by a younger age (70% is below the age of 35) and a 

prevalence of people with a lower educational level. The segment is dominated by a lower 

number of high users compared to the culturally motivated segment and the survey population 

in general.  

Family is more often the chosen companion for this segment and the mainstream cinemas are 

the preferred venue for the event just as with comedy, action and adventure are very popular 

genres. The actors and the genre are generally more important for this segment, whereas the 

director plays a smaller role for the film choice. Trailers are a more important inspiration 

source for this segment, which is in line with the genres and cinemas preferred; as mentioned 

earlier mainstream productions often have a higher marketing budget allowing for intense 

exposure of trailers in cinemas as well as in television. Word of mouth is the most important 

factor for this segment.  

 

Reviews in almost every form of media play less of a role for the socially motivated audience 

except magazines; this could be explained by the many teenagers who get free magazines 

such as Chili and Tjeck at their schools.  

The table above shows that the socially motivated segment is less influenced by reviews than 

the culturally motivated segment. Still half of this segment is affected by the collective 

                                                
21 Have ticked of in sentence 7 or 10 and not in sentence 1 and 3. 
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opinion of reviewers and 44% are influenced by advertising material with stars and quotes 

from reviewers. The advertisements with star ratings and quotes often attempt to give the 

impression of overall positive reviews and this can be the way this segment feels affected by 

the collective opinion of reviewers since reviews in specific media did no mean a lot to this 

segment. User ratings are also used by one fifth to sort in the film choice – relative to the 

other review forms, this is an important factor for this segment.  

 

Reviews are definitely more important in the film choice process for the culturally motivated 

segment, which has the film experience as the most important element in the cinema event. 

The socially motivated segment is less influenced by reviews not only compared to the 

opposite motivated segment, but to the survey population in general. Two thirds of the survey 

population could be divided into either socially or culturally motivated segments, leaving one 

third to be socially, as well as culturally, motivated. It is likely that the motivation can change 

from time to time depending on companion and which film is watched – meaning that these 

audiences can move between segments.  

For an overview of the characteristics of the socially and culturally motivated audiences, see 

table C in appendix A.  

In conclusion, H1 is supported by the survey analysis; the culturally motivated audience is 

more affected by reviews.  Only 4% of this segment is under the age of 20, making it difficult 

to say whether there is a difference between teenagers belonging to the culturally motivated 

segment compared to older audiences.  

With the exception of Christian Rønnow Hansen who expressed a general scepticism against 

the effect of reviews, H1 has been supported throughout the thesis.  

 

10.2 Socially motivated young audiences 

This hypothesis cannot be substantiated by the survey analysis. The segment described above 

is isolated in the survey by choosing 15-19 year olds that among other things, go to the 

cinema to have a good time with friends or family. This segment constitutes 12 of the 16 

respondents between 15-19 years old. 

These teenagers are high and medium users, predominantly the latter. They frequent the 

mainstream cinemas and prefer action and comedy and never watch art films. Genre, plot and 

H2: The cinema-goers less affected by reviews are the 15-19 year olds who are mainly 

socially motivated.  
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to a lesser degree actors are the most important film characteristics for this segment which is 

more or less indifferent towards the director of the film.  

They are extremely influenced by recommendations from friends and family (high importance 

75% vs. 36%) as well as trailers, but they are also influenced by publicity in the written media 

although to a smaller degree than the average survey population (high importance 25% vs. 

36%).  

When it comes to the influence of the collective opinion of reviewers and advertising with 

star ratings and quotes from reviewers, this segment is just as influenced as the general survey 

population; however only one out of four assigns weight to single reviewers.  

Daily papers are the most important media when it comes to the effect of reviews – one third 

says that these reviews have a high influence on their film choice. Magazines are more 

important for this segment than the average respondent, 41% assigns some weight to these 

reviews.  

Reviews on the Internet are not of high importance to any of the teenagers, but 42% assign 

them some weight. User ratings are a bit more important for this segment than for the general 

survey population, but debate forums are still not used a lot.  

The teenagers are less likely to dismiss a film because of bad reviews than the general survey 

population; half of them rarely or never do it, compared to 40% of the general survey 

population. They are also less likely to watch a film just because of good reviews.  

Below is a table depicting the different age segments (disregarding their motivations) and 

their attitude towards reviews: 

 
Figure 6: Age and the influence of reviews 
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Looking at the above figure, the findings about socially motivated teenagers do not indicate 

that they should be remarkably less influenced by reviews than other segments. The age 

segment 15-19 is more interested in searching the internet for user rating and debate forums 

and uses them more frequently in the film choice process. This is a little less prevalent for the 

socially motivated teenagers; the culturally motivated audiences are focussed on the film itself 

and more information about it will be sought.  

 

The age segment 20-24 appears to be less influenced by reviews than the teenage segment. 

Another notable finding in the survey is the fact that these respondents subscribe to daily 

papers Politiken and Berlingske Tidende to a much higher degree than the average survey 

respondent. It is not unreasonable to believe that the majority of these respondents still live 

with their parents who subscribe to these papers – making it difficult to know whether they 

actually read these papers. The general perception is that teenagers do not read papers, but 

since they give weight to star ratings and quotes on advertising material and the collective 

opinion of reviewers, they might read review summaries like the ones posted in Politiken’s “I 

byen” section.  

Looking at the importance they assign to word of mouth and trailers could be a sign of less 

influence by reviews; recommendations from friends and family is more important than 

reviews, meaning that reviews could be secondary in the film choice process.  

Though H2 has been unanimously supported by theory and empirical data (Alsted 2001, 

Appendix E, Appendix B), the results from this survey cannot substantiate the theory 

completely. However only 16 respondents fall under the age group 15-19 – having a larger 

group of teenagers in the survey could easily change the results.  

 

10.3 Frequency and the influence of reviews 

 

The survey analysis cannot fully support the statement; high users appear to be a very 

heterogeneous group and the influence of reviews on this group is furthermore differing 

according to age.  

44% of all respondents in this survey are high users, 15% are low users and 41% are medium 

users. Compared to other surveys from Alsted, Gallup and Initiative Universal, the high users 

are over represented in this survey although there is not consistency in the definition of high, 

H3: High users are more likely to be affected by reviews in the film choice process.  
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medium and low users. Of the respondents in Initiative Universals survey, 20% are high users 

when using the above definition. 17% is high users in Gallup’s survey and Alsted has no 

mention of the frequency distribution.  

 
Figure 7: Frequency and the influence of reviews 
 

The above figure illustrates the relationship between frequency and the use of reviews in the 

film choice. When looking at the difference between high, medium and low users 

disregarding age, it can be seen that the use of user reviews and debate forums on the internet 

increases with frequency. This makes perfect sense since the high users are probably more 

passionate about films and can be expected to visit sites where this passion can be shared with 

other like-minded people. 

Low users are more influenced by the collective opinion of reviewers than single reviewers 

compared to medium and high users. Again this can be explained by the level of interest in 

films in general – if you only visit cinemas a couple of times a year it is unlikely that you read 

reviews to the same degree that medium and high users do, making it difficult to discover a 

taste convergence with specific reviewers. On the other hand, high and medium users watch 

enough films to assess which reviewers they resemble in taste. More or less half of the 

respondents in all frequency segments rely on star ratings and quotes on advertising material 

when choosing a film.  

The findings in this survey partly support the H3. When looking at the influence from the 

collective of reviewers, low users are more influenced compared to medium and high users as 

well as the survey population average. Medium and high users do not seem to be more 

influenced by the collective opinion of reviewers than the average survey respondent. Low 

users are much less influenced by single reviewers than the average survey respondent (39% 

vs. 21%) whereas high and medium users are slightly more influenced than the average.  
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Dividing the high users into age segments a more detailed picture appears (see figure D in 

appendix A). 

Two segments are particularly interesting because they point in opposite directions. The 

young high users are the segment least affected by reviews and are well below the survey 

average comparing the influence of single reviewers as well as the collective of reviewers. 

This segment is also more interested in user ratings and debate forums. They are mainly 

socially motivated and go to the cinema to have fun with friends and family.  

The high user age segment most influenced by reviews is the 25-35 years old; they are well 

above the average considering their use of stars and quotes, collective opinion of reviewers as 

well as single reviewers. 81% of this group considers themselves as film enthusiasts and they 

are mainly culturally motivated – daily papers and the internet are the most important media 

for scrutinizing reviews.  

Except for the age group 25-35 and 50+, the other high users put less weight on the collective 

opinion of the reviewers than the average respondent. The impact of single reviewers is 

stronger on high users except for the age segment 15-25 and 50+.   

In sum, H3 is only partly supported by this analysis; high users are more influenced than low 

users when it comes to the opinion of single reviewers user ratings and debate forums, but 

when it comes to the collective opinion of reviewers the impact is much stronger on low users 

than on high users. High users are less influenced by ads with stars and quotes.  

Furthermore high users are not a homogenous group and their behaviour is very much 

depending on age.  

 

10.4 Internet reviews and daily papers reviews 

 

Dividing the survey respondents according to age, there is a small tendency for the 15-30 year 

olds to give more weight to internet reviews and less weight to reviews in newspapers: 

H4: The younger audience between 15-30 years old uses internet reviews more than other 

segments and the older segments mostly use newspaper reviews. 
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Figure 8: Age segments 15-30 and 30+ and reviews in the media. 

H4 is weakly supported according to the figure above and in the following section the 

hypothesis is further examined.  

When isolating the respondent that considers the internet as an important media for gathering 

information about films, there is a higher portion of the 15-30 years old compared to the 30+; 

25% of the younger segment uses the internet as main information source compared to 16% 

of the 30+. But rather than age being the differentiating factor, it seems to be the frequency 

and motivation.  

Two thirds of these respondents are high users and mainly culturally motivated; they are to a 

much higher degree influenced by user ratings and debate forums compared to the average 

survey population. 40% employ user ratings and 20% debate forums to sort in their film 

choice and almost 70% often visit the film site www.IMDb.com. But they are not only more 

influenced by user ratings and debate forums; two thirds are affected by the collective opinion 

of reviewers and half of them are affected by single reviewers. Besides considering the 

internet as an important source for information and reviews, they consider reviews in all 

media without exception to have an influence on their film choice to a much higher degree 

than the average survey population. 

Not surprisingly, half of these respondents would describe themselves as film enthusiasts.  

Whereas the hypothesis states that the internet is mostly used by the younger segment instead 

of other media, the analysis suggests a different segmentation. The frequent visitors of the 

internet are the film enthusiasts, who not only search for information and reviews, but all 

media – they are not only high users of films, but high users of other media as well.  
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The same patterns appear when looking at respondents that draw on user ratings and debate 

forums to sort in their film choice. The most notable difference is not between the age 

segments, but between motivation and frequency.  

 

10.5 Mainstream, upmarket and art films  

 

This hypothesis has been supported throughout the research process and the subsequent 

analysis of the audience survey is no exception.  

42 of the 157 respondents can be said to belong to the upmarket segment; this segment avoids 

mainstream cinemas like Palads, CinemaXX and Imperial – if respondents frequenting 

Imperial are not excluded, the number is increased to 66. Since Imperial shows productions 

that can appeal to both upmarket and mainstream segments such as the Millennium Trilogy22, 

one could include this cinema in both groups. In the table below however, it is noted that the 

Imperial audience distorts the results in the direction of the mainstream segment which is why 

they are excluded in the following analysis to get a clearer picture of the upmarket audience.  

Cross-over cinemas like Metropol and Falkoner are also frequented by respectively 38 and 

21% of the upmarket respondents.  

 
Figure 9: Mainstream and upmarket segments and the influence of reviews 

 

                                                
22 Stieg Larssons Millenium Trilogy 

H5: Upmarket and art films are more affected by reviews than are mainstream films.  
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46 of the 157 survey respondents can be defined as belonging to the mainstream segment – in 

this segment not one of the upmarket cinemas were among the three most frequented cinemas, 

but one in ten visits the crossover cinema Metropol and three in ten visits Falkoner Cinema.  

 

The remaining 45 respondents in the survey belong to a crossover segment that enjoys both 

mainstream productions and productions for an upmarket audience. Due to practical reasons 

based on the properties of the program used to analyze the survey, this group will not be 

further examined.  

 

10.5.1 The upmarket audience  

Not surprisingly none of the upmarket respondents are below 25 years old, and 95% of the 

respondents have an academic degree. More than two out of three is female and nearly half of 

the upmarket respondents are high users. Though partner or friends is the preferred 

companion, almost one fourth often goes to the cinema alone. Not surprisingly the upmarket 

segment is mainly culturally motivated; over 70% expects an aesthetic experience and half of 

the upmarket audience wants the film experience to be intellectually challenging.  

Drama, art films, documentary and social realistic films are the preferred genre for the 

upmarket audience and mainstream genres like comedy and action are less popular compared 

to the mainstream segment in particular and the total survey population in general.  

The most important film characteristics for the upmarket audience are genre, director and the 

plot; especially the director is much more important for these audiences compared to the total 

survey population.  

The most important source of inspiration is publicity in written media and recommendations 

from friends and family as well as publicity in radio and television. The upmarket audience 

are more affected - than the total survey population – by reviews in all media except for the 

Internet.  

 

10.5.2 The mainstream audience 

The mainstream audience is generally younger than the upmarket audience and almost 40% is 

younger than 25. The gender distribution is equal and compared to the upmarket audience 

only half of this segment holds a short or long academic degree. The mainstream audience 

also has a lower occurrence of high users compared to the upmarket audience as well as to the 

total survey population (39% vs. 45% and 44%).  
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The mainstream segment is mainly socially motivated; only 17% are looking for an aesthetic 

experience or an intellectual challenge. Comedy, thriller, action and animation are the most 

popular genres and when it comes to film characteristics plot, genre and actors are important 

factors in the film choice process.  

Recommendations from friends and family are by far the most important source of 

inspiration; 47% regards it as very important compared to only 29% among the upmarket 

segment. Whereas half of the upmarket audience assigned publicity in written media high 

weight, only 22% of the mainstream audience shares this opinion. This is reflected in a lower 

interest in daily papers – all daily papers except Ekstra Bladet, BT and free papers – are read 

less by this audience. The upmarket audience reads more daily papers especially Politiken, 

Information and Weekendavisen are very popular among this segment; this is the daily papers 

mentioned by Kim Foss as being the most important for Grand’s audience (Appendix E).  

In general, reviews in all media are less important for the mainstream audience.   

For an overview of the difference between the upmarket and mainstream audience see table D 

in appendix A. 

 

10.5.3 Reviews influence on upmarket and mainstream audiences 

The upmarket audience regards reviews in all media to be of higher importance than the 

mainstream audience – except when it comes to the internet. This is reflected in the lower use 

of debate forums and user ratings compared to the mainstream audience. In all other respects, 

the upmarket audience is more affected by reviews than the total survey population and the 

mainstream audience is less affected; the importance of user ratings and debate forums for the 

latter are at the same level as the total survey population.  

H5 has been supported throughout this study and the survey analysis is no exception. To 

emphasize the point, the 34 respondents very fond of art films has been isolated and the 

picture becomes even clearer. Half is affected by advertising material with stars and quotes 

from reviewers; three out of four is influenced by the collective opinion of reviewers and 70% 

by single reviewers. But user ratings and debate forums are not unimportant for these 

respondents; 27% employ user ratings when choosing a film and 9% debate forums.  

In conclusion, H5 has been supported by the survey analysis.  
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10.6 Education and the influence of reviews 

 

This section explores how the survey analysis supports the above hypothesis by showing a 

relationship between the level of education of the respondents in this survey and their 

preferences and attitude towards reviews.  

In this section respondents have been divided according to level of education; elementary 

school, high school, vocational training, lower academic and higher academic degree. 

Unfortunately only 4 respondents fall into the category of elementary school making it 

difficult to say something meaningful about this category. The higher number of respondents 

that fall under a particular category the more reason there is to look for patterns. The 

respondents under the category of low and high academic degree number respectively 47 and 

63. The high school and vocational training category represent 32 and 11 respondents. Over 

half of the respondents with vocational training are high users of the film site IMDB and 

frequent cinema-goers; this points to a high number of film enthusiasts among this small 

sample and thereby it does not make sense to look at this group as characterized by the level 

of education.  

One third of the respondents holding a high school degree are older than 25, indicating they 

might remain at this level of education. Two out of three are younger than 25 meaning that 

age might be a better way to describe this group rather than the fact that they hold a high 

school degree – since a large part of them will probably continue in the educational system.  

 
Figure 10: Education level and the influence of reviews 

H6. The effect of film reviews is stronger on individuals with a higher level of education. 
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Moreover it is likely that even though respondents have indicated a specific level of 

education, they have not necessarily finished studying – meaning that some of the respondents 

have not graduated yet but are still in education. To counter the unequal distribution, the 

survey population has been divided into respondents with and without an academic degree; 

the two groups are still very different in size – 47 without an academic degree and 110 with, 

but it still makes more sense not comparing a group of 4 respondents to a group of 63 

respondents.  

The reasoning for this division is supported by the respective genre preferences of the 

respondents within the different educational level. Action and comedy are much more popular 

genres among the respondents with a lower level of education, compared to the group of 

respondents holding an academic degree. Art films are on the other hand much more popular 

among respondents with a higher educational level – 26% of the films remembered were art 

films compared to only 9% among the respondents with a lower educational level (question 

5).  

 
Figure 11: Academic education and the influence of reviews 

The figure above indicates that there is a correlation between level of education and the 

influence of reviews. Especially in the 30+ respondents with a long academic degree are 

influenced by reviews. Art films are also gradually more popular with an increase in 

education. 13% of the lower educated segment enjoys art films compared to 29% of the 

higher educated segment and 46% of the 30+ respondents with a long academic degree 

(question 10).  

These findings are in line with Bourdieu's idea about the relation between education levels 

and ability to decode art. Since most action films and comedies are aimed at a broad audience, 
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a meaningful interpretation of these films will be possible for most people disregarding their 

social, cultural and educational background. Art films on the other hand can be somewhat 

more difficult to interpret in a meaningful way and might demand a more extensive 

knowledge on social, political, cultural references in order to understand and enjoy the film. 

Knowledge that is likely to be more prevalent among people on a higher educational level.  

The findings above also support the hypothesis based on signalling theory about reviews 

having a larger effect on art films. At the same time it supports the Bourdieu-inspired 

hypothesis that people with a higher education are more influenced by reviews; the findings 

above show that art films are more popular among respondents with an academic degree.   

In sum, keeping in mind the above-mentioned limitations, the survey supports H6.  

 

10.7 Reviewers and general audience taste 

 

This hypothesis has been directly explored in the interviews with Danish reviewers and the 

exhibition chain as well as the questionnaires sent out to distribution companies. The results 

were not synonymous nor does the subsequent survey analysis offer clear support or dismissal 

of H7. The hypothesis will be the focus in the following section of the survey analysis.  

 

First of all, 56% are influenced by the collective opinion of reviewers and 39% are influenced 

by single reviewers, which means that at least half of the survey population trust the verdict of 

reviewers to be a meaningful guide, when choosing a film. The commentary boxes 

demonstrate different approaches to reviewers in their own film choices; some have 

discovered taste convergence with particular reviewers whereas others look at the consensus 

among reviewers:  

“I appreciate the judgment of film reviewers” male 60+ 

“Reviews in certain media harmonize with my view and experience of films” female 40-49 

“I listen to the reviewers I feel share my taste” female 25-29 

Other does not feel any coherence with reviewers: 

“I never look at reviews… they never have my taste in films” male 15-19 

“My experience is that I don’t always agree with reviewers” female 35-39 
 

H7: There is a divergence between reviewers and general audience taste, and reviewers 

favour art films. 
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Though almost half of the respondents do not feel influenced by the collective opinion of 

reviewers or single reviewers, whereas a much smaller part of the survey population says that 

reviews in different media has no influence at all. Only 14% deny the influence of reviews in 

daily papers, 20% deny the influence of reviews in TV, 27% on the internet, 32% in 

magazines and 42% denies any influence from reviews in the radio (see figure E in appendix 

A).  

23% of the survey population make use of user ratings and 7% debate forums when sorting in 

their film choice; these kind of reviews are more like word of mouth and are employed 

because they are expected to be closer to the opinion of the general audience. In that respect 

they can be an indication of distrust of the reviewers, but as discovered earlier in the survey 

analysis, the users of the internet are also high users of all other media and are more 

influenced by reviews than the average survey respondent. 

 

The respondents have also been asked about the effect of bad and good reviews respectively: 

 
Figure 12: The influence of negative and positive reviews 

 

The respondents are more likely to choose a film they would otherwise not see, than they are 

to dismiss a film because a bad reviews. This indicates that positive reviews have a higher 

influence than negative reviews.  

“When I have decided to watch a film, I don’t care about reviews” female 35-39 

“Good reviews can make you curious” female 35-39 

Looking at the commentary boxes, it seems as if the respondents are less susceptible to 

influence from reviewers if they have already decided on the film, before reviews come out. 
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Especially mainstream films with a high marketing budget can create expectations to the 

audience in advance and would be less influenced by reviews, but it seems that good reviews 

could attract an even bigger audience to these films.  

Again the larger influence on art films and upmarket productions are evident – often only 

little or no signals have been sent out prior to the premiere, meaning that audiences has not 

yet received enough information to make decision to go see it. Good reviews can attract 

audiences, but it is questionable whether negative reviews have a smaller influence than 

positive reviews when it comes to art and upmarket films, since audiences often do not have 

other signals to support their choice in the opposite direction.  

Again only 10-12% of the total survey population completely deny the influence of reviews.  

 

Another way to look at whether there is a divergence between reviewers and audience taste is 

to examine respondent’s attitude towards reviews in the evaluation process of a film 

experience. Respondents have been asked whether reviews can make them change the verdict 

of a film experience. 18% confirms this, 66% denies it and 16% are not sure. So despite 10-

12% of the survey population denies being influenced by reviews, 18% have changed a 

verdict because of reviews. These discrepancies show the difficulty of the subject; that 

answers will be coloured by the respondent’s self-image and the fact that these influences 

might be subtle or unconscious mechanisms difficult to lay bare.  

The commentary boxes emphasize these considerations: 

“It is not unlikely it has happened” male 15-19 

“I would love to say no to this one, but my self-image is probably a source of error” female 

25-29 

“Not consciously” male 15-19 

 

67% agree that reviews have helped them see new perspectives and sides of a film, 17% 

disagree and 16% do not know. The respondents having added to the commentary box 

focuses on the reviewer’s ability to analyse the film and demonstrate different interpretations: 

“Only if the review contains an analysis” male 15-19 

“Other ways of interpretation” male 20-24 

 

The above figures can be a sign of confidence in the expertise of the reviewers and it points to 

an important function of the review; besides being a consumer guide, the review is also 

helping the art work to open up for audiences and adds to the film experience by offering 
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analysis and interpretation of the film. Remembering Bourdieu, the audience attempts to 

decipher the codes inscribed in the film and the reviewer can be of assistance in this process 

because of experience and a deeper knowledge about the specific art field.  

And two thirds of the survey population approves of this assistance.  

 

In conclusion, H7 can neither be fully supported nor dismissed by the survey analysis or other 

empirical evidence in this. The theory points to a divergence in taste between the general 

audience and reviewers simply because reviewers have a more developed sense of 

understanding the art work; they will enjoy more complicated works because they have the 

tools to decipher them.  

The reviewers interviewed for this project do not agree on the subject. They all agree that 

reviewers have a broader taste and that they might be harder on elected films than the general 

audience – but not as a result of divergence of taste, but as a result of seeing so many films. If 

the formula is the same for fifty films, the reviewer will not be excited when watching film 

number fifty; but for an audience only having seen two or three of the fifty films based on the 

same formula, the experience will be different. Art films are characterized by going new 

ways, which makes them more interesting for reviewers and for other audiences who have 

seen lots of films. Distribution and exhibition is also divided on this question.  

The survey analysis suggests that reviews have several functions for the audience – not only 

consumer guides, but as assistance in the evaluation process of the film. Ethos, pathos and 

logos reviews all seem to bring meaning to readers of reviewers.  

While approximately half of the survey respondents are aware of their use of reviews in the 

film choice, 40% are difficult to decipher and around 10% completely dismisses the idea that 

reviewers have an influence on choice or evaluation.  

 

10.8 The influence of negative and positive reviews 

 

 

 

H8: Negative reviews hurt box office performance more than positive reviews boost 

performance. 
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This hypothesis comes from an American research study from 2003 (Basuroy 2003) and has 

so far been explored in the interviews with reviewers and individuals working in the 

exhibition chain as well as questionnaires to distribution companies.  

According to distribution companies negative reviews are more harmful than positive reviews 

are beneficial when it comes to art films, but not when it comes to mainstream productions, 

which are not as influenced by reviews in general. This survey analysis cannot support this 

hypothesis.  

The reviewers also distinguish between art films and mainstream productions – Ebbe Iversen 

explains that negative reviews are often connected to mainstream productions and they are not 

very influenced by reviews (Appendix E). On the other hand, negative reviews of an art film 

are extremely harmful because reviews in these cases are often a large part of the overall 

publicity and marketing.  

The interviews from the exhibition chain are also in doubt; Rønnow would not dismiss the 

hypothesis since the booking department in Nordisk Film have not analyzed ticket sales in 

that way. Nygaard from Dagmar/Metropol had a different experience and were quite 

convinced that negative reviews could scare more audiences off, than a positive review would 

be able to attract. Again art films were mentioned as more sensitive. Foss from Grand 

Biografen experienced that reviews in specific media – Politiken, Information and 

Weekendavisen – had a strong effect on ticket sales, but they were not affected by reviews in 

other daily papers to the same degree.  

 

The hypothesis can be further explored by looking at two specific questions in the survey – 

question number 23 and 24 that focus on the effect of negative and positive reviews (see 

figure 12 above). 

Looking at the total survey results, it seems, as though audiences are more likely to be 

inspired by positive reviews, than to be scared off by negative ones, but the figures are not 

convincing. Since the hypothesis testing and survey analysis above have shown that different 

segments are more influenced by reviews in general, the next section is committed to 

exploring H8 on the different segments.  

 

The culturally motivated audience were shown to be more influenced by reviews than the 

socially motivated and not surprisingly the latter is much less influenced by positive and 

negative reviews compared to the average survey respondent. The culturally motivated 
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segment is above average. Both segments are more likely to act on a positive review than a 

negative review thus indicating that H8 does not apply to the survey population.  

 

Both high users are more influenced by positive reviews than negative reviews whereas 

medium users are equally influenced by both – low users are more influenced by negative 

reviews than positive reviews. This means they are more likely to stay away because of bad 

reviews than they are at showing up as a result of excellent reviews. Since this survey has not 

examined why a respondent is a low user, it is difficult to say why they are more disposed to 

decide on negative reviews, but it makes sense that people who seldom goes to the cinema are 

easier to scare off (meaning nothing changes) than to attract.  

 

When looking at the difference between lower and higher educated audiences, the first 

segment is more likely to skip a film based on negative reviews than to be inspired to see a 

film based on positive reviews. Not being inspired by good reviews can be explained by their 

genre preferences; the interest for art films increases with level of education and these films 

are more likely to receive positive reviews. Though they are more likely to act on negative 

reviews than positive reviews, the influence of reviews are still lower than for the average 

survey audience.  

Audiences with a higher education are more influenced in both directions, but are more likely 

to react on positive reviews; probably because they are mainly culturally motivated and prefer 

being intellectually challenged. This could indicate that they like to be surprised and are more 

likely to experiment with genres and preferences if reviews are positive.  

 

Audiences also have different approaches to the use of reviews; some rely on the collective 

opinion of reviewers and others have favourite reviewers; both groups are more influenced by 

negative and positive reviews compared to the total survey average. Audiences relying on 

single reviewers are the most influenced and, they are so, by both negative and positive 

reviews. Audiences relying on the collective opinion of reviewers are more easily scared of 

by negative reviews.  

Audiences who do not rely on the collective opinion of reviewers are without doubt the group 

least likely to dismiss a film because of reviews. Only 2% are often influenced in this way, 

21% agree it sometimes happen and 36% have never been influenced by a negative review. 

On the other hand they are more prone to be inspired by a positive review, although 24% have 

never experienced it.  
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Since empirical data points to the vulnerability of art films when it comes to reviews, the 

survey respondents that prefer art films (to some degree and to a high degree) have been 

isolated to examine whether negative or positive reviews carry most weight.  

These respondents are slightly more influenced in both directions than the average survey 

respondent, but they are still more likely to choose a film they would not otherwise see 

because of positive reviews, than they would skip a film because of bad reviews.  

 

In summary, the hypothesis cannot be supported by the results of the survey analysis. 

Although audiences that rely on reviews in their film choice process are slightly more likely 

to act on negative reviews than positive reviews, the overall audience survey points towards 

more weight to positive reviews than negative reviews. The upmarket segment, the low users 

and audiences with a lower education show a tendency towards being more easily scared of 

by reviews, but the figures are not overwhelmingly convincing.  
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11. Recommendations 
In the following section, recommendations will be made according to the research results of 

this thesis.  

 

11.1 Culturally and socially motivated audiences 
The culturally motivated audience is affected by both the collective opinion of reviewers as 

well as single reviewers, whereas the socially motivated is not as influenced by single 

reviewers. The crossover cinemas could improve service for the culturally motivated segment 

by posting full reviews by single reviewers from respected media, as well as an overview of 

reviews for the socially motivated audience. It can facilitate the film choice process for both 

segments – the socially motivated audience is most likely to be in doubt about the film choice 

whereas the culturally motivated audience will have prior information and specific films in 

mind and will be happy to be confirmed in a choice.  

Furthermore the culturally motivated audience is dominated by high users which were seen to 

be active in searching information on the internet. Combined with a preference for art films, 

this indicates that upmarket cinemas and distributors should increase activities on the internet 

to increase visibility of art and upmarket films with a low marketing budget.  

 

11.2 Socially motivated young audiences 
The younger segments are affected by advertising with star ratings and quotes, the collective 

opinion of reviewers and read more reviews in magazines. The mainstream cinemas should 

have this in mind and the distribution companies can quote both respected media and 

magazines important to this segment. A deeper knowledge about which magazines they read 

could help target the advertising more directly at this segment.  

The segment is also extremely affected by word of mouth. The film industry should employ 

this in its use of social media, which is a cheap way to interfere with word of mouth. Another 

way to increase word of mouth is to invite these audiences to previews or make special 

events.  

 

11.3 Frequency and the influence of reviews 

High users are more affected by single reviewers than low users who tend to rely on the 

collective opinion of reviewers. High users are more likely to be part of loyalty clubs like 
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Biozonen23, and Biozonen can be more direct in their marketing to this group by focussing 

more on reviews from respected media – having a favourite reviewer make the high users less 

likely to be interested in reviews from media less respected such as women's magazines and 

youth magazines.  

They are also more active on the internet – user ratings and debate forums are of interest to 

this segment and general information and film buzz can be expected to be of equal interest. 

Engaging them via internet sites such as facebook and kino.dk by inviting them to rate films 

and give their opinion could increase their interest in the film world even more. An 

investigation into the possibilities of reaching audiences in a meaningful way by mobile and 

internet should also be initiated.  

For low users, advertising material posting a large number of positive reviews works whereas 

high users might be more interested in the verdict of a few important media.  

 

11.4 Internet reviews and daily papers 
Age does not seem to be the most important factor, when describing the users of internet 

reviews. The internet reviews are more important for high users and film enthusiasts, but not 

at the expense of other media; they are active information seekers in all media and are more 

affected by reviews than the average survey population. This suggests that marketing 

initiatives on the internet should not solely be directed towards younger segments, but 

towards the knowledgeable film enthusiasts and the culturally motivated segment as well.  

Word of mouth is still the most important factor for the teenagers and again an exploration of 

the possibilities offered by social media sites should be initiated.  

 

11.5 Mainstream, upmarket and art films 

Upmarket audiences are more affected by reviews than are mainstream audiences. The 

upmarket audience is also frequenting cross-over cinemas like Metropol København and 

Falkoner Biograf and these cinemas should consider posting reviews as a service for these 

audiences. The audiences that favour art films are also interested in user ratings and debate 

forums on the internet, again indicating that distributors and exhibitioners of art films could 

benefit on increasing visibility on the internet. This is a more cost efficient way to build 

awareness in the minds of film consumers and especially culturally motivated high users are 

using the internet to gather information about films.  

                                                
23 Nordisk Film’s loyalty programme 
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Upmarket audiences are very much affected by individual reviewers and the collective 

opinion of reviewers, whereas the mainstream audience is not so concerned with the opinion 

of single reviewers. This suggests that upmarket film posters and advertising should be 

careful when choosing reviews to quote, whereas mainstream film posters and advertising do 

not have to focus on specific names. However, event films aiming at a broader audience 

should be aware of the importance of serious media and respected reviewers when choosing 

quotes and star ratings.   

 

11.6 Education and the influence of reviews 

Audiences at a higher educational level seem to be more likely to employ reviews in their film 

choice process, but audiences with a lower educational level are not at all uninfluenced by 

reviews. The higher educated also have a stronger preference for art and upmarket films. 

Taking into account that people with a higher education are more likely to have an opinion 

about which media can be considered serious and reliable, distributors and exhibitors 

advertising in written media should be aware of which media is quoted. The composition of 

different readership profiles should be taken into consideration when placing advertisements. 

Again social websites could be employed – especially a site like facebook where individuals 

can be segmented according to education would be an obvious choice.  

 

11.7 Reviews and general audience taste 

Only 10-12% of the survey respondents denied ever being influenced by reviews indicating 

that a majority of the survey population do not see a general divergence between reviewers 

and general audience taste. Some have their favourite reviewer, others rely on the collective 

opinion of reviewers and some go in the opposite direction of reviewers. Reviewers are not a 

homogenous group with the same opinions and audiences seem to be aware of this. Many of 

the survey respondents are aware of the selection of reviews on behalf of distribution 

companies advertising for a film, and there is a possibility that trying to avoid reviews in 

advertising material would be more damaging than admitting to negative reviews.  

 

Reviews do matter for a large part of the survey population and should be part of the service 

offerings of cinemas and distribution should continue using them as part of their marketing 

efforts - although with an attempt to match the target audience of the film with the chosen star 

ratings and quotes from reviews. Furthermore, large parts of the audiences make use of 
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reviews in the evaluation process, not so much to decide on a judgment of the film, but rather 

to see new perspectives and get a deeper understanding of the film.  

In that respect, exhibitors and more specifically kino.dk24 could make use of this knowledge. 

Kino.dk has information about audiences for specific films, which could be used to customize 

the experience of each individual audience. They could sent out text messages with links to 

reviews on the internet and allow for the cinema-goer to rate the film as well. Potential ways 

to engage the audience through mobile and internet-applications before and after the film 

experience should be looked into. This would increase the value of the film experience and 

furthermore, in the terms of Caves, increase their stock of cultural appreciation capital, which 

again could increase the consumption of feature films.  

 

11.8 The influence of negative and positive reviews 

Since audiences relying on the collective opinion of reviewers showed a potential to be more 

influenced by negative reviews than by positive ones, the distributors' strategy concerning 

choice of star ratings and quotes for advertising material (with a tendency to use positive 

quotes and stars from obscure media, rather than negative ones from respected media) makes 

sense. However, it should be taken into account that most audiences are aware that the reason 

respected media is not quoted is because they have reviewed the film negatively. But again 

the choice of media and single reviewers should depend on whether the film aims at an 

upmarket or mainstream audience.  

In the USA, distribution companies sometimes avoid press screenings if the film is expected 

to receive negative reviews – this is not practice in Denmark and given the above indications 

there is no need to introduce it here.  

 

                                                
24 Kino.dk is the online cinema ticket booking for the majority of major cinema chains such as Nordisk Film and 
Cinemaxx 
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12. Conclusion 
Even though the empirical data from the survey is not representative of the Danish cinema 

audience, many of the hypotheses have been supported by not only survey results but also 

theory and input from reviewers, distribution and exhibition experts. The research results in 

this thesis should be of inspiration for distribution and exhibition companies when deciding 

on marketing and promotion efforts involving reviews.  

 

Theory, foreign and Danish research and the empirical data collected for this thesis shows that 

reviews can be an important factor in the film choice process; in this case around half of the 

survey population. Some audiences rely on the collective opinion of reviewers and some on 

single reviewers. User ratings influence the film choice of almost a quarter of cinema-goers 

and debate forums influence 7%. But as discovered in the analysis, the impact differs 

according to gender, age, education, motivation, frequency and market; differentiations that 

can be employed by distribution and exhibition companies to better manage the potential 

influence. Exhibitors and distributors of upmarket films have to explore marketing and 

promotion possibilities on the internet since it was discovered that culturally motivated high 

users employ this media in the film choice process.  

However, reviews not only affect the choice of film, they are also used in the evaluation 

process of the film experience. Reviews function not only as consumer guides for audiences 

but also as a facilitator for understanding and exploring the film after the actual screening and 

thereby increasing the value of the total film experience. This additional function of reviews 

should be taken into consideration by exhibitors as a way of optimising the total film 

experience.   
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13. Perspectives - suggestions for further research 
First and foremost considering this a pilot study, a replication of the survey on a sample 

representative of the Danish cinema audience could further investigate the hypotheses 

outlined in this thesis. Having concluded that reviews matter for a large part of the audiences 

in this survey, focus groups and interviews with audiences would deepen the knowledge of to 

which extent reviews matters and where in the film choice process they belong. In-depth 

interviews and focus groups could also result in more specific knowledge about the influence 

of specific reviewers and media, since almost 40% had preferences regarding reviewers. This 

could optimise the marketing and promotion of distribution companies who make extensive 

use of stars and quotes on advertising material.  

Furthermore a research project exploring the possibilities for integrating reviews in the film 

experience both in the expectation and evaluation phase could help exhibitors increase the 

value of the total film experience since it was shown that reviews serve different purposes in 

different phases for the cinema-goer. The use of internet and mobile phones could be media to 

consider utilising – social media sites would be especially interesting to explore.  

Word of mouth is also an important factor in the film choice process and it would be useful to 

find out to what extent reviews are part of the film buzz and what other film characteristics 

are important when potential audiences discuss films. The online ticket booking gives access 

to the majority of cinema-goers and offers possibilities to target content such as news, gossip 

and reviews to the right segments.  
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Appendix A: Tables and figures 
 

Table A: Ownership of cinemas and market shares 2007. Source: Statistics Denmark 

 

Owner Cinemas Screens Seats Admissions (%) 

Nordisk Film 17 116 18.060 43 
Cinemaxx 3 25 6.100 14 
Other private owners 67 158 21.700 34 
Public (municipal boroughs) 19 29 5.600 4 
Organizations 61 66 7.500 5 
Total 167 394 58.960 100 

 
 

Table B: Age distribution of survey population and Copenhagen city, Copenhagen area and 

Danish cinema audiences 

 

Age: 15-19 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 60-69 

Survey 10.2% 25.4% 28% 15.9% 8.9% 11.5% 

Copenhagen city 4.15% 20.7% 19.4% 13.2% 10.2% 8.8% 

Copenhagen area 6.4% 10.5% 13% 15.4% 12.7% 11.8% 

Cinema audience* 6% 16% 20% 20% 16% 22% 
*TNS Gallup 
 
 
Table C: Characteristics of culturally and motivated audiences 
 
 

 Culturally motivated Socially motivated 

Age 35% under 35 years old 70% under 35 years old 
Education High education level Lower education level 
Frequency 55% high users 28% high users 
Cinema Dagmar, Grand Palads, Imperial, CinemaXX 
Genre Art films, drama, thriller, social 

realism 
Comedy, action, adventure 

Film characteristic Director, genre, plot Actors, genre, plot 
Information sources Publicity in written media, word 

of mouth 
Word of mouth, trailers 

Reviews in media Reviews more important in all 
media, except radio 

Reviews less important in all media, 
except magazines 
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Table D: Characteristics of upmarket and mainstream audiences 
 

 Upmarket audience Mainstream audience 

Age 100% above 25 years old 39% under 25 years old 
Gender 71% female 51% female 
Education 95% short or long academic 53% short or long academic 
Frequency 45% high users 39% high users 
Motivation Mainly culturally motivated Mainly socially motivated 
Genre Drama, art film, documentary, 

social realism 
Comedy, thriller, action, animation 

Film characteristic Genre, director, plot Plot, genre, actors 
Information sources PR in written media, word of 

mouth, PR in radio/TV 
Word of mouth, trailers, PR in 
written media 

Reviews in media Papers, TV, internet – more 
important except for internet 

Papers, internet, TV – all less 
important 

 
 
Figure A: Socially and motivated audiences 
 

 
SOCIALLY MOTIVATED AUDIENCE 

 
CULTURALLY MOTIVATED AUDIENCE 

 
Expectation phase 

 
Event phase 

 
Evaluation phase 

Socializing 
Café, restaurant 
Shopping 

The cinema, the film 
Comfort 
Special event 
Technical quality 

Socializing 
Talking about the film 
Talking about other stuff 

Information about 
The film 
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The film 
The ambience 
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Aesthetic experience 

Talking about the film 
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Figure B: Total survey population and education levels 
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Figure C: Total survey population, the importance of film characteristics 
 

 
 
 
Figure D: Age segmentation of high users 
 

 
 
Figure E: Total survey population, media and reviews 
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Appendix B: Distribution questionnaires 
 

Jes Graversen fra Miracle Film 

Hvor stor indflydelse har anmeldelser (i dagblade, magasiner, tv og radio) på en films 

succes? 

Stor indflydelse på de såkaldt smallere film (art-filmene). Det kan betyde mindre for en 

amerikansk blockbuster eller dansk storfilm, fx serie-filmene. 

 

Er der genrer/filmtyper der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser end andre? 

Eksempler?  

Amerikanske actionfilm og danske familiefilm. 

 

Såfremt nogle genrer anses som upåvirkede af anmeldelser, hvorfor benyttes da anmelderes 

citater og stjerner i annoncer, på plakater og andet marketing/promotion materiale? 

Ingen genrer er upåvirkede og gode anmeldelser er altid godt blikfang og understreger, at lige 

præcis den eller den film er én, man bør se. 

 

Er der nogle premieretidspunkter, der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

Familiefilm i fx vinter-, påske-, efterårs- og juleferie. 

 

Hvilke målgrupper er mest påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

Voksne, jo ældre man bliver, des mere lægges der vægt på anmeldelser. 

 

Hvilke målgrupper er mindst påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

Teens.  

 

Hvor meget tror du anmelderes filmoplevelse ville ændres, hvis de så filmen sammen med 

almindelige biografgæster i forhold til pressescreeninger? 

Generelt vil den ikke ændre sig – dog hvis der grines meget til komedier, har det en 

afsmittende virkning. Oftest er anmelderne dog også en del til en visning og her kan der også 

sagtens grines igennem. Omvendt er enkelte anmeldere ”irritable” overfor et større publikum, 

hvilket kan hænge sammen med, at nogle tager notater undervejs. 
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Har bruger ratings og brugeranmeldelser på diverse filmsites og bookingsites (kino.dk f.eks.) 

nogen indflydelse på films succes? 

I sig selv ikke så stor – de afspejler folks generelle mening om en film, som i langt større grad 

spredes gennem word of mouth. 

 

Nedenstående er konklusioner på undersøgelser foretaget i andre lande.  Passer 

konklusionerne, efter din erfaring, også på Danmark? 

- I USA er mange anmeldere påvirkede af hvilket selskab, der har produceret filmen 

Næppe. 

 

- I UK har en god anmeldelse en mere sikker effekt end store skuespillerstjerner – den 

bedste kombination er store stjerner og gode anmeldelser 

Passer på mindre film som fx art-filmene, men en kombination er altid at foretrække, hvis 

muligheden er til stede. 

 

- I USA favoriserer anmeldere platform-releases fremfor wide-releases og siges dermed 

at have en større indflydelse på smalle film og samtidig siges det at de ikke har samme 

smag som publikum 

Det gør sig ikke gældende i Danmark. Oftest har meget brede film afgjort mest spalteplads. 

Forskellen mellem anmelder og publikum vil altid blive diskuteret, men en anmelder ser pr 

definition en film med lidt andre briller. 

 

- I USA har undersøgelser vist at både positive og negative anmeldelser kan ses over 

filmens levetid, men der er ingen sammenhæng i den første uge af filmens levetid. 

I Danmark har det betydning fra dag ét. 

 

- I Holland; der er ingen favorisering af smalle film. Anmeldelsers effekt er afhængig af 

filmtype. For smalle film er det ikke anmeldelsens natur der har en effekt, men antallet 

og størrelsen af anmeldelser.  

Anmeldelsen i sig selv er vigtigst og det er selvfølgelig vigtigst med mange og gode 

anmeldelser – og gerne store og fyldige – i de vigtigste medier. Masser af anmeldelser tyder 

på interesse. 
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- I USA er genre den mest vigtige faktor for valg af film. Velkendte genrer er mindre 

følsomme overfor anmeldelser end knap så velkendte genrer. 

Det må også gøre sig gældende her, men det er den enkelte film som sådan med alle de 

faktorer,  det indebærer, og ikke genren som sådan, der er afgørende.  

 

- USA (eksperiment); hvis der er enighed blandt anmeldere om at en ny instruktør har 

lavet en god film, er folk mere tilbøjelige til at se den.  

Folk ser ikke en debutfilm, fordi det er en debut. Kun hvis der er andre kvalitetskriterier. 

 

- USA; jo flere film man ser, jo mere enig er man med anmeldere.  

Er sandsynligvis rigtigt – men hænger lige så meget sammen med at den største del af 

publikum er de unge, der ikke har set nær så mange film som de oftest noget ældre anmeldere 

– og ens smag ændrer sig også – og man bliver nok mere kvalitetsbevidst indenfor alle genrer, 

når man har set mange. 

 

- USA; negative anmeldelser har større effekt på box office end gode anmeldelser. Store 

stjerner og stort budget modererer effekten af anmeldelser 

Begge dele kan være rigtigt for de store film. For smalle kan det samme siges, men man kan 

nå meget langt med fænomenale anmeldelser. Omvendt kan en potentielt større ”art”-film 

også sagtens gå hen at dø, hvis anmelderne slagter den fuldstændig. 
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Frederik Honoré fra Nordisk Film 

Hvor stor indflydelse har anmeldelser (i dagblade, magasiner, tv og radio) på en films succes? 

Overordnet set har gode anmeldelser aldrig skadet en film – så gode anmeldelser er altid 

godt, primært fordi vi kan bruge anmeldelser til at ”blåstemple” filmen over alle dem som 

ikke orker at læse de lange anmeldelser. Så god anmeldelser er vigtige, men ikke 

ensbetydende med succes. 

 

Er der genrer/filmtyper der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser end andre? 

Eksempler?  

For upmarket film og dermed de fleste danske film er anmeldelser af afgørende betydning – 

får en film der henvender sig til et voksent og veluddannet publkum og som følger med i 

kulturlivet, dårlige anmeldelser er det meget skadeligt. Action film, komedier og ungdomsfilm 

er ikke i samme grad påvirket af anmeldernes dom. Det er noget der tyder på at den klassiske 

familie film nu ikke længere kan tåle dårlige anmeldelser. Udbuddet er stort og derfor vælger 

man det sikre… 

 

Såfremt nogle genrer anses som upåvirkede af anmeldelser, hvorfor benyttes da anmelderes 

citater og stjerner i annoncer, på plakater og andet marketing/promotion materiale? 

Som nævnt ovenfor har gode anmeldelser aldrig skadet en film så derfor vil vi altid udnytte 

den ”anbefaling” der ligger i gode anmeldelser. Vi ved dog at den absolut vigtigste 

anbefaling kommer fra venner og bekendte.  

 

Er der nogle premieretidspunkter, der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

Nej det mener jeg ikke umiddelbart der er.  

 

Hvilke målgrupper er mest påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

Voksne, veluddannede urbane mennesker, der følger med i kulturlivet og den almindelig 

samfundsdebat, vælger sjældent noget til som er fravalgt af de etablerede smagsdommere. 

 

Hvilke målgrupper er mindst påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

Unge heavy usere og børnefamilier hvor der er et stort pres fra børnene 

 

Hvor meget tror du anmelderes filmoplevelse ville ændres, hvis de så filmen sammen med 

almindelige biografgæster i forhold til pressescreeninger? 
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Ikke ret meget… Vi har prøvet det,. 

 

Har bruger ratings og brugeranmeldelser på diverse filmsites og bookingsites (kino.dk f.eks.) 

nogen indflydelse på films succes? 

Jeg tror generelt det har meget stor betydning – specielt hvis det er et website du stoler på 

eller endnu bedre iet af de store sociale netwærk (facebook) Her er det som tidligere nævnt 

anbefalingen fra andre og ligestillede brugere der er uhyre vigtig fordi den opfattes som 

troværdig. ”Word of mouth” er et begreb vi arbejder meget med netop for vi ved at det 

virkelig flytter billetter.  

 

Nedenstående er konklusioner på undersøgelser foretaget i andre lande.  Passer 

konklusionerne, efter din erfaring, også på Danmark? 

- I USA er mange anmeldere påvirkede af hvilket selskab, der har produceret filmen 

Nej 

 

- I UK har en god anmeldelse en mere sikker effekt end store skuespillerstjerner – den 

bedste kombination er store stjerner og gode anmeldelser 

Ja 

 

- I USA favoriserer anmeldere platform-releases fremfor wide-releases og siges dermed 

at have en større indflydelse på smalle film og samtidig siges det at de ikke har samme 

smag som publikum 

Ja 

 

- I USA har undersøgelser vist at både positive og negative anmeldelser kan ses over 

filmens levetid, men der er ingen sammenhæng i den første uge af filmens levetid. 

Ja (Blockbuster effekten) 

 

- I Holland; der er ingen favorisering af smalle film. Anmeldelsers effekt er afhængig af 

filmtype. For smalle film er det ikke anmeldelsens natur der har en effekt, men antallet 

og størrelsen af anmeldelser.  

Ja, enig 
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- I USA er genre den mest vigtige faktor for valg af film. Velkendte genrer er mindre 

følsomme overfor anmeldelser end knap så velkendte genrer. 

Ja, enig 

 

- USA (eksperiment); hvis der er enighed blandt anmeldere om at en ny instruktør har 

lavet en god film, er folk mere tilbøjelige til at se den.  

Ja 

 

- USA; jo flere film man ser, jo mere enig er man med anmeldere.  

Ja – gælder nok i højere grad for et voksent publikum 

 

- USA; negative anmeldelser har større effekt på box office end gode anmeldelser. Store 

stjerner og stort budget modererer effekten af anmeldelser 

Ja, dårlige anmeldelser kan være meget skadelige. Der er en teori om at dårlig omtale på 
Twitter har skadet BRUNO i USA med ca. 20 mio$... 
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Camilla Baggesen, Pressechef SF Film 

Hvor stor indflydelse har anmeldelser (i dagblade, magasiner, tv og radio) på en films 

succes? 

Hvis vi har en film med en mere intellektuel målgruppe eller en mere moden målgruppe, er de 

gode anmeldelser vigtigere end på børne- og ungdomsfilm. Gode anmeldelser er dog ikke 

altid afgørende for succes.  

 

Er der genrer/filmtyper der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser end andre? 

Eksempler?  

Se ovenstående. På en film som Taking Woodstock var det en katastrofe. På Slumdog 

Millionaire tror jeg, det var medvirkende årsag til, at så mange kom i biografen. Det fik 

overbevist de sidste om, at dette var noget, man skulle se.  

 

Såfremt nogle genrer anses som upåvirkede af anmeldelser, hvorfor benyttes da anmelderes 

citater og stjerner i annoncer, på plakater og andet marketing/promotion materiale?  

Det ville være fuldstændig hovedløst ikke at udnytte positive anmeldelser. Der er ingen 

genrer, som er totalt upåvirkelige, men nogen lider mere under dårlige anmeldelser end andre 

 

Er der nogle premieretidspunkter, der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser?  

Nej, ikke ifølge min vurdering.  

 

Hvilke målgrupper er mest påvirkede af anmeldelser?  

Børne- og ungdomsfilm får traditionelt dårlige eller lunkne anmeldelser, så denne målgruppe 

ser måske mere det, de andre ser, mens den mere modne og intellektuelle målgruppe er mere 

opmærksomme på gode anmeldelser. Jeg tror, anmeldelser betyder mere for det segment af 

befolkning, der ikke går i biografen så ofte, hvorimod de højfrekvente biografgængere ser 

mere mellem fingre med det. 

 

Hvilke målgrupper er mindst påvirkede af anmeldelser?  

Se ovenstående. 

 

Hvor meget tror du anmelderes filmoplevelse ville ændres, hvis de så filmen sammen med 

almindelige biografgæster i forhold til pressescreeninger?  
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Sikkert en del da de jo uden tvivl også vil blive smittet af stemningen. Især på de genrer som 

oftest får dårlige anmeldelser – romantiske komedier, børnefilm, ungdomsfilm etc. 

 

Har bruger ratings og brugeranmeldelser på diverse filmsites og bookingsites (kino.dk f.eks.) 

nogen indflydelse på films succes? 

Det tror jeg ift. den yngre målgruppe, da de måske er mere tilbøjelige til at se det, de andre ser 

 

Nedenstående er konklusioner på undersøgelser foretaget i andre lande.  Passer 

konklusionerne, efter din erfaring, også på Danmark? 

 

- I USA er mange anmeldere påvirkede af hvilket selskab, der har produceret filmen – 

Nej, det tror jeg absolut ikke, de er 

 

- I UK har en god anmeldelse en mere sikker effekt end store skuespillerstjerner – den 

bedste kombination er store stjerner og gode anmeldelser – Ja bestemt da 

 

- I USA favoriserer anmeldere platform-releases fremfor wide-releases og siges dermed 

at have en større indflydelse på smalle film og samtidig siges det at de ikke har samme 

smag som publikum – Det gør sig også gældende i Danmark. Smalle film/artfilm har 

tradition for at bliver rigtig godt anmeldt, men det er jo som oftest ikke de film, som 

publikum vil se. Det store brede publikum er de unge højfrekvente brugere, og de er jo 

sjældent enige med anmelderne 

 

- I USA har undersøgelser vist at både positive og negative anmeldelser kan ses over 

filmens levetid, men der er ingen sammenhæng i den første uge af filmens levetid. – 

Det forstår jeg ikke 

 

- I Holland; der er ingen favorisering af smalle film. Anmeldelsers effekt er afhængig af 

filmtype. For smalle film er det ikke anmeldelsens natur der har en effekt, men antallet 

og størrelsen af anmeldelser. – Det forstår jeg heller ikke 

 

- I USA er genre den mest vigtige faktor for valg af film. Velkendte genrer er mindre 

følsomme overfor anmeldelser end knap så velkendte genrer. – Som tidligere nævnt er 

der genrer som traditionelt får lunkne anmeldelser, men det tror jeg mere hænger 
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sammen med, at det er lidt mere letbenet underholdning, der bliver lagt vægt på og 

ikke filmkunst. En anmelder går jo sjældent i biografen bare for at blive underholdt. 

Der er mange andre ting i filmen, som skal vurderes 

 

- USA (eksperiment); hvis der er enighed blandt anmeldere om at en ny instruktør har 

lavet en god film, er folk mere tilbøjelige til at se den. – Jeg tror måske mere det er 

omvendt. Hvis en erfaren instruktør har lavet noget, som anmelderne ikke kan lide, 

kan det blive meget svært at få lokket folk i biografen.  

 

- USA; jo flere film man ser, jo mere enig er man med anmeldere. – Det er jeg absolut 

ikke enig i 

 

- USA; negative anmeldelser har større effekt på box office end gode anmeldelser. Store 

stjerner og stort budget modererer effekten af anmeldelser – Jeg kan ikke lige 

gennemskue, at de to sætninger har noget med hinanden at gøre. Men jeg tror, at det er 

sværere at vende skuden på dårlige anmeldelser. Hvis en film først har et dårligt ry, er 

det svært, at trænge igennem, hvorimod de gode anmeldelser ikke nødvendigvis sikrer 

en succes. Hvad angår den sidste sætning er blockbusters traditionelt lettere at slå 

igennem med, da budgetterne er tilsvarende store, så man kan få filmen til ”at se stor 

ud”. Så betyder det ikke så meget, at anmeldelserne er lunkne 
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Scanbox 

Hvor stor indflydelse har anmeldelser (i dagblade, magasiner, tv og radio) på en films 

succes? 

Det kommer helt an på hvilken slags film, det drejer sig om. Store blockbusters klarer sig fint 

uden gode anmeldelser hvorimod arthouse film er meget (næsten udelukkende) afhængige af 

god kritik. 

 

Er der genrer/filmtyper der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser end andre? 

Eksempler? Især komediegenren er ikke så afhængig af gode anmeldelser. Hvis folk vil se en 

komedie går de efter grinet (genren) og  ikke gode anmeldelser. Lidt af det samme gælder for 

børnefilm. 

Enkelte kult gyserfænomener som vores egen SAW serie har meget dedikerede fans, som 

næsten ser dårlige anmeldelser som et kvalitetsstempel. Her værdsættes det, hvis en anmelder 

er forarget eller vred over den eksplicitte vold. 

 

Såfremt nogle genrer anses som upåvirkede af anmeldelser, hvorfor benyttes da anmelderes 

citater og stjerner i annoncer, på plakater og andet marketing/promotion materiale? 

Stjerner er en stærk indikator for kvalitet hos et potentielt publikum. Folk vil gerne ”ledes” af 

opinionsdannere, når de skal træffe deres valg. Især i dag, hvor filmudbuddet er så stort og 

filmene har et relativt kort liv i biografen. Men det handler også om, at distributionsbranchen 

er ekstremt konservativ og har svært ved at tænke ud over stjerner og citater. 

 

Er der nogle premieretidspunkter, der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

Ikke rigtig – måske omkring Oscar-nomineringerne, hvor gode anmeldelser kan forstærke en 

hype. 

 

Hvilke målgrupper er mest påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

De ”kritiske” filmelskere, tror jeg . Intellektuelle veluddannede storby indbyggere. 

Det blå/grønne segment. 

 

Hvilke målgrupper er mindst påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

Det violet/lyserøde segment.  
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Hvor meget tror du anmelderes filmoplevelse ville ændres, hvis de så filmen sammen med 

almindelige biografgæster i forhold til pressescreeninger? 

Det er et meget interessant spørgsmål, som i blandt diskuteres i branchen. Et gæt kunne være, 

at det kan have en betydning for de genrer (komedier, børnefilm, gysere), hvor et alm. 

publikums reaktion kan høres/mærkes. Men hvordan det ville ændre en evt. anmeldelse er 

meget svært at sige. 

 

Har bruger ratings og brugeranmeldelser på diverse filmsites og bookingsites (kino.dk f.eks.) 

nogen indflydelse på films succes? 

Vi har ingen målinger på det og det er jo svært at sætte parametre op for en evt. måling. 

 Det kommer meget an på hvem og hvordan brugerne bruger et site. Det er jo også muligt at 

reklamebannere på disse sites har en ”skjult” effekt. 

 

Nedenstående er konklusioner på undersøgelser foretaget i andre lande.  Passer 

konklusionerne, efter din erfaring, også på Danmark? 

- I USA er mange anmeldere påvirkede af hvilket selskab, der har produceret filmen 

Passer ikke efter min erfaring. Men det er klart at Zentropa har/havde et vist brand – men det 

var mere konsekvent og betydningsfuldt i 1990’erne. 

 

- I UK har en god anmeldelse en mere sikker effekt end store skuespillerstjerner – den 

bedste kombination er store stjerner og gode anmeldelser 

Store stjerner og gode anmeldelser er selvfølgelig den perfekte kombination – også 

herhjemme. 

 

- I USA favoriserer anmeldere platform-releases fremfor wide-releases og siges dermed 

at have en større indflydelse på smalle film og samtidig siges det at de ikke har samme 

smag som publikum 

Anmeldere HAR større indflydelse på smalle film herhjemme. 

Jeg mener ikke at man kan kristisere anmeldere for ikke at dele publikums smag. En 

anmelder kan kun tage udgangspunkt i sit subjektive synspunkt. Han/hun står kun til 

regnskab for sin egen vurdering og ikke for et helt segment eller en bestemt aldersgruppe. 

Her kan man jo så diskutere om en voksen anmelder er den bedst egnede til at vurdere 

eksempelvis børnefilm. 
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- I USA har undersøgelser vist at både positive og negative anmeldelser kan ses over 

filmens levetid, men der er ingen sammenhæng i den første uge af filmens levetid. 

Er ikke helt med på spørgsmålet. 

 

- I Holland; der er ingen favorisering af smalle film. Anmeldelsers effekt er afhængig af 

filmtype. For smalle film er det ikke anmeldelsens natur der har en effekt, men antallet 

og størrelsen af anmeldelser.  

Jeg tror altid at effekten (altså vurderingen i) af en anmeldelse har betydning for smalle 

film. 

 

- I USA er genre den mest vigtige faktor for valg af film. Velkendte genrer er mindre 

følsomme overfor anmeldelser end knap så velkendte genrer. 

Jeg tror klart vi er på vej i samme retning herhjemme. 

 

- USA (eksperiment); hvis der er enighed blandt anmeldere om at en ny instruktør har 

lavet en god film, er folk mere tilbøjelige til at se den.  

Ja, det tror jeg er rigtigt herhjemme. 

 

- USA; jo flere film man ser, jo mere enig er man med anmeldere.  

Nej, tværtimod: jo flere film man ser, jo mere bevidst bliver man om ens egen smag og 

holdning. 

Jo flere film man ser jo mere har man at sammenligne med. 

 

- USA; negative anmeldelser har større effekt på box office end gode anmeldelser. Store 

stjerner og stort budget modererer effekten af anmeldelser 

Man vil selvfølgelig helst have de gode anmeldelser også selv om man har store stjerner 

og et stort budget. Men anmeldelserne har mindre betydning (og vil muligvis få mindre og 

mindre betydning) for de helt store filmlanceringer. 

Men alt dette hænger også sammen med forandringen i brugen af medier: faldende 

avisoplag, færre/ingen filmprogrammer i tv, tvivlsomme filmsites med ukendte 

anmeldere, større filmudbud osv. 

Det der har allerstørst betydning for et potentielt publikums filmvalg er en anbefaling fra 

folks eget sociale netværk (word of mouth) – det er bevist igen og igen at ingen 

anmeldelser, stjerner eller flotte reklamer kan hamle op med det. 
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Frederik Juul, Direktør Sandrew Metronome 

Hvor stor indflydelse har anmeldelser (i dagblade, magasiner, tv og radio) på en films 

succes? 

Det afhænger meget af hvilken type film det er, og hvor hypet den i forvejen er. Men ingen 

tvivl om at gode anmeldelser generelt set er i filmens favør, for de publikummer der måske i 

første omgang ikke er kernepublikummet 

 

Er der genrer/filmtyper der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser end andre? 

Eksempler? 

Ja, ungdomsfilm med action eller komedie kan være mere uafhængige, og børne/familiefilm 

der står på platform som eks. Far Til 4. Så er der film som et publikum bare vil se grundet 

emnet, men selv de kan miste publikum, hvis anmeldelserne er ringe. Men så er det også 

afhængig af typen af film, for hvornår en anmeldelse er god. En mainstream komedie kan 

nyde godt af 4 af 6 hjerter, mens samme karakter til en up-market film, næsten er en dårlig 

karakter i dag hvis den skal have en chance. 

 

Såfremt nogle genrer anses som upåvirkede af anmeldelser, hvorfor benyttes da anmelderes 

citater og stjerner i annoncer, på plakater og andet marketing/promotion materiale? 

Ingen genrer er helt upåvirkede, men nogen dyrker det mere end andre. Og så kan der være 

citater der leder publikum i den rigtige retning. 

 

Er der nogle premieretidspunkter, der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

En børnefilm i efterårsferien er ikke så påvirket. 

 

Hvilke målgrupper er mest påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

De bedre uddannede, og dem der går efter artfilm. Men også hvis man ligger i periferien af en 

given målgruppe. Stieg Larsson har da utvivlsomt fået mange ind der ikke havde læst 

børgerne, fordi den fik så gode anmeldelser. Havde den fået dårlige er der mange af dem der 

havde droppet at undersøge hvad det var. 
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Hvilke målgrupper er mindst påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

Mainstream publikum der i forvejen har bestemt sig for at se f.eks en platformsfilm. 

 

Hvor meget tror du anmelderes filmoplevelse ville ændres, hvis de så filmen sammen med 

almindelige biografgæster i forhold til pressescreeninger? 

Ser de en børnefilm med en skoleklasse der jubler, tror jeg de vil blive påvirkede, og måske 

også ved komedier. Men det er tvivlsomt. 

 

Har bruger ratings og brugeranmeldelser på diverse filmsites og bookingsites (kino.dk f.eks.) 

nogen indflydelse på films succes? 

Ikke utænkeligt – det kan bekræfte et valg. 

 

Nedenstående er konklusioner på undersøgelser foretaget i andre lande.  Passer 

konklusionerne, efter din erfaring, også på Danmark? 

- I USA er mange anmeldere påvirkede af hvilket selskab, der har produceret filmen 

Mit umiddelbare svar er nej, men der er gange hvor jeg synes danske film får mere end de 

fortjener 

 

 

- I UK har en god anmeldelse en mere sikker effekt end store skuespillerstjerner – den 

bedste kombination er store stjerner og gode anmeldelser 

Korrekt 

 

- I USA favoriserer anmeldere platform-releases fremfor wide-releases og siges dermed 

at have en større indflydelse på smalle film og samtidig siges det at de ikke har samme 

smag som publikum 

Korrekt, men det handler jo også om at buzz før en premiere og store budgetter, kan skabe et 

publikum. Men anmeldere har over en bred kam altid ret. 

 

- I USA har undersøgelser vist at både positive og negative anmeldelser kan ses over 

filmens levetid, men der er ingen sammenhæng i den første uge af filmens levetid. 

Korrekt. Det er fordi den første uges indtjening i langt højere grad handler om hvor god 

lanceringen har været og hvor stor tiltrækningskraft den har. Jf. Winnie og Kariuna i DK. 
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- I Holland; der er ingen favorisering af smalle film. Anmeldelsers effekt er afhængig af 

filmtype. For smalle film er det ikke anmeldelsens natur der har en effekt, men antallet 

og størrelsen af anmeldelser.  

Enig 

 

- I USA er genre den mest vigtige faktor for valg af film. Velkendte genrer er mindre 

følsomme overfor anmeldelser end knap så velkendte genrer. 

Enig – det handler om tryghed 

 

- USA (eksperiment); hvis der er enighed blandt anmeldere om at en ny instruktør har 

lavet en god film, er folk mere tilbøjelige til at se den.  

Hmmm… Så er det fordi det er en god film og ikke en ny instruktør 

 

- USA; jo flere film man ser, jo mere enig er man med anmeldere.  

ENIG! 

 

- USA; negative anmeldelser har større effekt på box office end gode anmeldelser. Store 

stjerner og stort budget modererer effekten af anmeldelser 

Enig 
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Frederik Juul, Direktør Sandrew Metronome 

Hvor stor indflydelse har anmeldelser (i dagblade, magasiner, tv og radio) på en films 

succes? 

Det afhænger meget af hvilken type film det er, og hvor hypet den i forvejen er. Men ingen 

tvivl om at gode anmeldelser generelt set er i filmens favør, for de publikummer der måske i 

første omgang ikke er kernepublikummet 

 

Er der genrer/filmtyper der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser end andre? 

Eksempler? 

Ja, ungdomsfilm med action eller komedie kan være mere uafhængige, og børne/familiefilm 

der står på platform som eks. Far Til 4. Så er der film som et publikum bare vil se grundet 

emnet, men selv de kan miste publikum, hvis anmeldelserne er ringe. Men så er det også 

afhængig af typen af film, for hvornår en anmeldelse er god. En mainstream komedie kan 

nyde godt af 4 af 6 hjerter, mens samme karakter til en up-market film, næsten er en dårlig 

karakter i dag hvis den skal have en chance. 

 

Såfremt nogle genrer anses som upåvirkede af anmeldelser, hvorfor benyttes da anmelderes 

citater og stjerner i annoncer, på plakater og andet marketing/promotion materiale? 

Ingen genrer er helt upåvirkede, men nogen dyrker det mere end andre. Og så kan der være 

citater der leder publikum i den rigtige retning. 

 

Er der nogle premieretidspunkter, der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

En børnefilm i efterårsferien er ikke så påvirket. 

 

Hvilke målgrupper er mest påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

De bedre uddannede, og dem der går efter artfilm. Men også hvis man ligger i periferien af en 

given målgruppe. Stieg Larsson har da utvivlsomt fået mange ind der ikke havde læst 

børgerne, fordi den fik så gode anmeldelser. Havde den fået dårlige er der mange af dem der 

havde droppet at undersøge hvad det var. 

 

Hvilke målgrupper er mindst påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

Mainstream publikum der i forvejen har bestemt sig for at se f.eks en platformsfilm. 
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Hvor meget tror du anmelderes filmoplevelse ville ændres, hvis de så filmen sammen med 

almindelige biografgæster i forhold til pressescreeninger? 

Ser de en børnefilm med en skoleklasse der jubler, tror jeg de vil blive påvirkede, og måske 

også ved komedier. Men det er tvivlsomt. 

 

Har bruger ratings og brugeranmeldelser på diverse filmsites og bookingsites (kino.dk f.eks.) 

nogen indflydelse på films succes? 

Ikke utænkeligt – det kan bekræfte et valg. 

 

Nedenstående er konklusioner på undersøgelser foretaget i andre lande.  Passer 

konklusionerne, efter din erfaring, også på Danmark? 

- I USA er mange anmeldere påvirkede af hvilket selskab, der har produceret filmen 

Mit umiddelbare svar er nej, men der er gange hvor jeg synes danske film får mere end de 

fortjener 

 

- I UK har en god anmeldelse en mere sikker effekt end store skuespillerstjerner – den 

bedste kombination er store stjerner og gode anmeldelser 

Korrekt 

 

- I USA favoriserer anmeldere platform-releases fremfor wide-releases og siges dermed 

at have en større indflydelse på smalle film og samtidig siges det at de ikke har samme 

smag som publikum 

Korrekt, men det handler jo også om at buzz før en premiere og store budgetter, kan skabe et 

publikum. Men anmeldere har over en bred kam altid ret. 

 

- I USA har undersøgelser vist at både positive og negative anmeldelser kan ses over 

filmens levetid, men der er ingen sammenhæng i den første uge af filmens levetid. 

Korrekt. Det er fordi den første uges indtjening i langt højere grad handler om hvor god 

lanceringen har været og hvor stor tiltrækningskraft den har. Jf. Winnie og Kariuna i DK. 

 

- I Holland; der er ingen favorisering af smalle film. Anmeldelsers effekt er afhængig af 

filmtype. For smalle film er det ikke anmeldelsens natur der har en effekt, men antallet 

og størrelsen af anmeldelser.  

Enig 
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- I USA er genre den mest vigtige faktor for valg af film. Velkendte genrer er mindre 

følsomme overfor anmeldelser end knap så velkendte genrer. 

Enig – det handler om tryghed 

 

- USA (eksperiment); hvis der er enighed blandt anmeldere om at en ny instruktør har 

lavet en god film, er folk mere tilbøjelige til at se den.  

Hmmm… Så er det fordi det er en god film og ikke en ny instruktør 

 

- USA; jo flere film man ser, jo mere enig er man med anmeldere.  

ENIG! 

 

- USA; negative anmeldelser har større effekt på box office end gode anmeldelser. Store 

stjerner og stort budget modererer effekten af anmeldelser 

Enig 
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Appendix C: Interview guide, reviewers 
 

Hvad er din funktion som anmelder? 

For læseren/publikum? 

For avisen? 

For branchen? ”sælgerne” og ”skaberne” 

 

Påvirker anmeldelser filmkunsten/filmkunstnerne? 

 

Påvirker anmeldere samfundsdiskursen? 

 

Hvor stor indflydelse har anmeldelser på en films succes? 

 

Er der genrer der er mere påvirkede af anmeldelser end andre? 

Eksempler? 

 

Er der nogle premieretidspunkter der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

 

Efter din opfattelse, hvilke segmenter er så mest påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

 

Har du læst anmeldelser fra udlandet inden du selv skal anmelde en film?  

 

Kan du nogle gange blive påvirket af andres holdning til en film? 

 

Hvis i skal anmelde en film indenfor en genre som du ved ikke er din kop te, sender i så en 

anden anmelder? 

 

Har du bestemte kriterier som du anmelder ud fra? 

 

Kan anmeldelser være objektive? 

 

Tænker du på målgruppen, når du anmelder film? Både filmens målgruppe og mediets 

målgruppe 
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Prøver du at formidle filmoplevelsen videre til læseren? 

 

Indeholder dine anmeldelser perspektiveringer til filmhistorie og/eller den sociale kontekst? 

 

Hvor meget tror du din filmoplevelse ville ændres, hvis du så filmen sammen med 

almindelige biografgæster i forhold til pressescreeninger? 

 

Kan det tænkes at anmeldelser ikke kun kan have en betydning for filmvalget, men også for 

selve filmoplevelsen? 

 
Undersøgelser viser – passer det på Danmark?: 

- I USA er mange anmeldere påvirkede af hvilket selskab, der har produceret filmen 

- I UK har en god anmeldelse en mere sikker effekt end store skuespillerstjerner – den 

bedste kombination er store stjerner og gode anmeldelser 

- I USA favoriserer anmeldere platform-releases fremfor wide-releases og siges dermed 

at have en større indflydelse på smalle film og samtidig siges det at de ikke har samme 

smag som publikum 

- I USA har man undersøgt to meget kendte anmelderes indflydelse (Siskel og Ebert) – 

de har indflydelse på dramaer og smalle film, men ingen på event, action og komedier. 

Anmeldernes effekt viser sig over hele filmens levetid, ikke kun i begyndelsen 

- I USA har undersøgelser vist at både positive og negative anmeldelser kan ses over 

filmens levetid, men der er ingen sammenhæng i den første uge af filmens levetid. 

- I Holland; der er ingen favorisering af smalle film. Anmeldelsers effekt er afhængig af 

filmtype. For smalle film er det ikke anmeldelsens natur der har en effekt, men antallet 

og størrelsen af anmeldelser.  

- I USA er genre den mest vigtige faktor for valg af film. Velkendte genrer er mindre 

følsomme overfor anmeldelser end knap så velkendte genrer. 

- USA (eksperiment); hvis der er enighed blandt anmeldere om at en ny instruktør har 

lavet en god film, er folk mere tilbøjelige til at se den.  

- USA; jo flere film man ser, jo mere enig er man med anmeldere.  

- USA; negative anmeldelser har større effekt på box office end gode anmeldelser. Store 

stjerner og stort budget modererer effekten af anmeldelser 
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Appendix D: Interview guide, exhibition 

1. Hvor meget betyder anmeldelser for en films succes? 

Eksempler? 

 

2. Er der genrer der er mere påvirkede af anmeldelser end andre? 

Eksempler? 

 

3. Er der nogle premieretidspunkter der er mere eller mindre påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

Eksempler? 

 

4. Er der forskel på hvor stor indflydelse forskellige medier eller specifikke anmeldere har? 

 

5. Kan du nævne navne/medier? 

 

6. Bliver der taget hensyn til anmeldelser, når der foretages valg af biograf og sale filmen skal 

vises i? 

 

7. Har det indflydelse på valg af biograf, hvilke anmeldelser en film har fået? 

 

8. Hvilke segmenter er mest påvirkede af anmeldelser? 

 

9. Kigger man på forventninger til filmen fra kino.dks brugere, når i skal vurdere filmens 

potentiale? 

 

10. Har brugeranmeldelser eller ratings på diverse filmsites en indflydelse på filmens 

succes/levetid? 

 

Undersøgelser viser – passer det på Danmark?: 

- I USA er mange anmeldere påvirkede af hvilket selskab, der har produceret filmen 

- I UK har en god anmeldelse en mere sikker effekt end store stjerner – den bedste 

kombination er store stjerner og gode anmeldelser 

- I USA favoriserer anmeldere platform-releases fremfor wide-releases og siges dermed 

at have en større indflydelse på smalle film og samtidig siges det at de ikke har samme 

smag som publikum 
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- I USA har man undersøgt to meget kendte anmelderes indflydelse – de har indflydelse 

på dramaer og smalle film, men ingen på event, aktion og komedier. Anmeldernes 

effekt viser sig over hele filmens levetid, ikke kun i begyndelsen 

- I USA har undersøgelser vist at både positive og negative anmeldelser kan ses over 

filmens levetid, men der er ingen sammenhæng i den første uge af filmens levetid. 

- I Holland; der er ingen favorisering af smalle film. Anmeldelsers effekt er afhængig af 

filmtype. For smalle film er det ikke anmeldelsens natur der har en effekt, men antallet 

og størrelsen af anmeldelser.  

- I USA er genre den mest vigtige faktor for valg af film. Velkendte genrer er mindre 

følsomme overfor anmeldelser end knap så velkendte genrer. 

- USA (eksperiment); hvis der er enighed blandt anmeldere om at en ny instruktør har 

lavet en god film, er folk mere tilbøjelige til at se den.  

- USA; jo flere film man ser, jo mere enig er man med anmeldere.  

- USA; negative anmeldelser har større effekt på box office end gode anmeldelser. Store 

stjerner og stort budget modererer effekten af anmeldelser 
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Appendix F 

Biograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelser

1. 

1. Køn

2. Alder

3. Hvor bor du?

ZIP/Postal Code:

4. Uddannelse

Mand
 

nmlkj

Kvinde
 

nmlkj

-15
 

nmlkj

15-19
 

nmlkj

20-24
 

nmlkj

25-29
 

nmlkj

30-34
 

nmlkj

35-39
 

nmlkj

40-49
 

nmlkj

50-59
 

nmlkj

60+
 

nmlkj

Folkeskole
 

nmlkj

Student/hf/hh
 

nmlkj

Erhvervsuddannelse
 

nmlkj

Videregående kort uddannelse
 

nmlkj

Videregående lang uddannelse
 

nmlkj
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Biograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelser

2. Biografvaner

1. Seneste biografbesøg (så vidt du husker)

1. Film og biograf

2. Film og biograf

3. Film og biograf

2. Hvor tit går du i biografen?

3. Hvem går du i biografen med?
 Ofte Af og til Sjældent Aldrig

Kæreste/ægtefælle nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Familie nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Venner nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Kollegaer nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Filmklub nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Jeg går alene nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Min. 1 gang om uge
 

nmlkj

Ca. hver anden uge
 

nmlkj

Ca. en gang om måneden
 

nmlkj

Ca. hver anden måned
 

nmlkj

Ca. fire gange om året
 

nmlkj

Ca. tre gange om året
 

nmlkj

Ca. to gange om året
 

nmlkj

Ca. en gang om året
 

nmlkj

Sjældnere, aldrig
 

nmlkj
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Biograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelser

4. Hvilke sætninger beskriver bedst dit forhold til at gå i biografen? Sæt et 

eller flere krydser

5. Hvilke tre biografer benytter du dig mest af?

Jeg går i biografen for at få en æstetisk oplevelse
 

gfedc

Jeg går i biografen for at koble hjernen fra og slappe af
 

gfedc

Jeg går i biografen for at blive udfordret intellektuelt
 

gfedc

Jeg går i biografen fordi jeg har noget tid tilovers
 

gfedc

Jeg går i biografen for at drømme mig væk og leve mig ind i et andet univers
 

gfedc

Jeg går i biografen for at belønne mig selv
 

gfedc

Jeg går i biografen fordi min partner/ven/familie har lyst til det
 

gfedc

Jeg går i biografen for at se en bestemt genre
 

gfedc

Jeg går i biografen fordi jeg er filmentusiast – jeg ser alt, der vækker min interesse
 

gfedc

Jeg går i biografen fordi det er en hyggelig måde at være sammen med venner/familie/kollegaer på
 

gfedc

Andet

Dagmar
 

gfedc

Palads
 

gfedc

Imperial
 

gfedc

Falkonerbiografen
 

gfedc

Metropol København
 

gfedc

Grand
 

gfedc

Vester Vov Vov
 

gfedc

Gloria
 

gfedc

Cinemateket
 

gfedc

Cinemaxx
 

gfedc

Andre
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Biograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelser

3. Hvor stor betydning tillægger du følgende kilder i dit valg af biograffilm?
 Stor Nogen Lille Ingen Ved ikke

Trailere i biografen nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Trailere i TV nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Filmen er med i en 

biografklub
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Omtale fra 

venner/familie
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Omtale i skrevne 

medier
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Omtale i tv/radio nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Omtale på nettet nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Biografernes 

repertoireannoncer
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Banner/pop-up 

reklamer på nettet
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Plakater nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

4. Har annoncemateriale med citater og stjerner fra anmeldelser nogen 

indflydelse på dit filmvalg?

Ja
 

nmlkj

Nej
 

nmlkj

Ved ikke
 

nmlkj

Hvorfor?
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Biograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelser

3. Hvor stor betydning tillægger du følgende kilder i dit valg af biograffilm?
 Stor Nogen Lille Ingen Ved ikke

Trailere i biografen nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Trailere i TV nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Filmen er med i en 

biografklub
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Omtale fra 

venner/familie
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Omtale i skrevne 

medier
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Omtale i tv/radio nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Omtale på nettet nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Biografernes 

repertoireannoncer
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Banner/pop-up 

reklamer på nettet
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Plakater nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

4. Har annoncemateriale med citater og stjerner fra anmeldelser nogen 

indflydelse på dit filmvalg?

Ja
 

nmlkj

Nej
 

nmlkj

Ved ikke
 

nmlkj

Hvorfor?
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Biograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelser

4. Anmeldelsers indflydelse på dit valg af film

1. Læser du jævnligt en eller flere af følgende aviser?
 Abonnement Løssalg Læser andet sted Læser på nettet Læser aldrig

Politiken nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Berlingske Tidende nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Jyllandsposten nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Information nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Weekendavisen nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Ekstra Bladet nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

B.T. nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Gratisaviser nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

2. Hvor stor betydning på dit filmvalg har anmeldelser i:
 Stor Nogen Lidt Ingen Ved ikke

Aviser nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Magasiner nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

TV nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Radio nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

På nettet nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

3. Søger du informationer om film på følgende websites?
 Foretrukne Til tider Sjældent Intet kendskab

Kino.dk nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Scope.dk nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Filmz.dk nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Filmland.dk nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Cinemazone.dk nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

On-z.dk nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Imdb.com nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Aok.dk nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Dagbladenes 

hjemmesider
nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

4. Læser du brugeranmeldelser på nettet?

Andre

Ja
 

nmlkj

Nej
 

nmlkj
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Biograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelser

5. Bruger du brugeranmeldelser til at sortere i dit valg af film?

6. Læser du debatfora på internettet?

7. Bruger du debatfora til at sortere i dit filmvalg?

8. Booker du biografbilletter på nettet?

9. Hvis du booker biografbilletter på nettet, betyder filmens 

anmelderstjerner da noget for dit filmvalg?

Ja
 

nmlkj

Nej
 

nmlkj

Uddyb gerne

Ja
 

nmlkj

Nej
 

nmlkj

Ja
 

nmlkj

Nej
 

nmlkj

Uddyb gerne

Ja
 

nmlkj

Nej
 

nmlkj

Ja
 

nmlkj

Nej
 

nmlkj

Til tider
 

nmlkj

Bemærker dem ikke
 

nmlkj
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Biograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelser

5. Anmeldelsers indflydelse på dit valg af film

1. Fravælger du film på grund af dårlige anmeldelser?

2. Vælger du en film - som du ellers ikke ville se - på grund af gode 

anmeldelser?

3. Kan den samlede anmelderskares vurdering have betydning for dit 

filmvalg?

Ofte
 

nmlkj

Det hænder
 

nmlkj

Sjældent
 

nmlkj

Aldrig
 

nmlkj

Kommentar

Ofte
 

nmlkj

Det hænder
 

nmlkj

Sjældent
 

nmlkj

Aldrig
 

nmlkj

Kommentar

Ja
 

nmlkj

Nej
 

nmlkj

Ved ikke
 

nmlkj
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Biograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelser

4. Kan enkelte anmelderes vurdering have betydning for dit filmvalg?

5. Kan en anmeldelse få dig til at ændre vurdering af kvaliteten af en film, 

du har set?

6. Kan en anmeldelse af en film, du har set, få dig til at se nye sider af 

filmen?

Ja
 

nmlkj

Nej
 

nmlkj

Ved ikke
 

nmlkj

Hvis ja, hvilke anmeldere

Ja
 

nmlkj

Nej
 

nmlkj

Ved ikke
 

nmlkj

Kommentar

Ja
 

nmlkj

Nej
 

nmlkj

Ved ikke
 

nmlkj

Kommentar
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Biograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelser

7. Sæt kryds ved de anmeldere du kender:

Frederik Asschenfeldt Vandrup (Cinemazone)
 

gfedc

Kim Skotte (Politiken)
 

gfedc

Frederikke Leth (Jyllandsposten)
 

gfedc

Per Juul Carlsen (Filmland)
 

gfedc

Bo Green Jensen (Weekendavisen)
 

gfedc

Jacob Wendt Jensen (B.T.)
 

gfedc

Ebbe Iversen (Berlingske Tidende)
 

gfedc

Henrik Queitsch (Ekstra Bladet)
 

gfedc

Erik Jensen (Politiken)
 

gfedc

Mikkel Munch-Fals (DR2 Premiere)
 

gfedc

Johs. H. Christensen (Jyllandsposten)
 

gfedc

Christian Monggaard Christensen (Information)
 

gfedc

Ann Lind Andersen (Berlingske Tidende)
 

gfedc
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Biograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelserBiograffilm og anmeldelser

6. 

1. Hvad er din beskæftigelse?
 

2. Indkomst

3. Hvis vi må kontakte dig med eventuelle uddybende spørgsmål, skriv 

venligst din emailadresse
 

4. Hvis du har andre kommentarer og input til spørgeskemaet, er du 

velkommen til at uddybe her.

 

0-199.999
 

nmlkj

200.000-399.999
 

nmlkj

400.000-599.999
 

nmlkj

600.000 +
 

nmlkj

Det ønsker jeg ikke at oplyse
 

nmlkj
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